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IFC Disciplines TEP Fraternity
TEP Pleads Guilty to Sexual Harassment
by News-Letter staff

The Inter-Fraternity Council
Grievance Board, on Monday,
November 12, disciplined the
Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity after
it pled guilty to charge of ver-
bal sexual harassment but was ac-
quitted on three other charges.
The fraternity said that it does not
plan to appeal their punishment
to Dean of Students Susan
Boswell.
Members of Tau Epsilon Phi's

executive board said, however,
that the IFC decision to place the
fraternity on social probation, as
part of their punishment, was un-
duly harsh. The fraternity will not
be allowed to participate in BIA
or hold "open" parties during the
term of their probation, which
continues until March 1, 1991.
Boswell said that she felt that

the IFC Grievance Board "handl-
ed the situation very appropriate-
ly" and that the punishment was
"not particularly harsh."
Members of the IFC executive
board generally agreed.
Under the sanctions imposed

by the Grievance Board, compris-
ed of presidents from each frater-
nity, in addition to their social
probation, TEP must write letters
to the News-Letter, neighbors,
and the complaintant, conduct a
seminar on sexual harassment,
and perform a community
beautification project. The
seminar and project, according to
the decision, are subject to the ap-
proval of IFC President Paul
Robinson. Although the social
probation is set t8 end March 1,
the decision states that "social
probation will continue until the
resolution of the sanctions."

B111 Berger

The Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity house at 6 West HighfieId Road.

The charges brought against
TEP stemmed from a complaint
by Kathyrn Guzda, who charged
the fraternity with, among other
things, sexual harassment, accor-
ding to members of the IFC ex-
ecutive board.

According to members of TEP,
the incident involved their
recently-fired chef, Gary Chinn.
TEP said that Chinn had return-
ed to the fraternity house to col-
lect some medication. A brother
saw the former chef leave the
house with something under his
coat, they said, and brothers were
advised to check their valuables.
A tape deck was discovered miss-
ing, they said.

Six brothers "got in-a car" to
pursue Chinn, according to TEP,
and sighted him at the corner of
39th & Canterbury. At this time,
they said, one brother went to call
the police while the remaining
five approached Chinn.
Chinn dropped the tape deck

when confronted, according to
TEP, and attempted to leave.
When the brothers told him to
wait for the police, they said, he
took a swing at two brothers. At
this point, one of the fraternity
brothers pinned Chinn to the
ground where he was held until
police arrived, they said. Accor-
ding to TEP, there were "no
blows, only a push."
"The real problem" occurred

when Kathryn Guzda, a neighbor
walking her dog, accused them of
"vigilantism, racism, and being
spoiled white boys," TEP said.
She continued to "rant and
rave," they said, even after they
tried to explain the situation.

Continued on page 2

Year-Old Women's Studies'
Program To Establish Minor
by Laura Perkinson

Though it is still just getting off
its feet, the year-old Women's
Studies program has generated a
great deal of interest among
faculty and students, both on the
graduate and undergraduate
levels.
The program, the first of its

kind at Hopkins, is headed by
Judy Walkowitz, a history pro-
fessor who has agreed to run the
Women's Studies program for 3
years. Last year, Mary Poovey of

the English Department served as
acting director of the program
pending the arrival of Walkowitz.
Walkowitz is enthusiastic about

the new program and foresees a
bright future for the study of
women's issues at Hopkins.
Though she said, "Hopkins is the
last major research institution to
have a Women's Studies pro-
gram," she maintains that the
school is catching up quickly.
As a result of having hired a

number of new faculty members
and designing a series of lectures
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based on women's issues,
Walkowitz believes that the
Hopkins program is "beginning
on the cutting edge" and will
rapidly grow into a strong one.
She observed, optimistically, that
the field has already received a
great deal of student and faculty
support.
Walkowitz said that there were

several reasons why she was in-
terested in heading the new pro-
gram at Hopkins.
She has a great deal of flexibili-

ty in designing the program
because there was no formal
Women's Studies program before
last year, and there is no fixed
tradition to follow.
Because Women's Studies is

such a new and wide-spread
study, she said, "the area is open
for exploration."
Something that is missing in

many other fields, she pointed
out, is the openness and the ex-
ploratory quality of this new
study, which focuses more in-
tensely on "the creative relation-
ship between authors and their
works" and exposes students to
a wide diversity of different
cultures. The program, she feels,
will raise the level of gender
awareness among both students
and faculty on campus.
Because the subject of

Women's Studies can be applied
to a wide range of different fields,
the Hopkins program allows
students a lot of interdisciplinary
freedom.

Walkowityi points out that
teaching flexibility allows the

Onninued on page 5

Ed Rollins, Susan
Symposium.

Elisse Takara
Estrich, and Jack Germond discuss 'The Politics of Race' as part of the 1990 M.S.E.

Politics of Race Debated
Panelists Discuss ̀ Most Important Question'
by News-Letter staff

Sharing the belief that race is
increasingly "the most important
question in American politics to-
day," four panelists faced off last
night on "The Politics of Race"
during the fourth installment of
the 1990 MSE Symposium.
During the course of the even-

ing the members of the panel—
Eleanor Holmes Norton, Jack
Germond, Susan Estrich, and Ed
Rollins—questioned America's
variegated attitudes towards race
and predicted some of the ways
in which they will shape the elec-
tion process in the near future.

Sohnta Hong

Judy Walkowitz is director or the
Women's Studies program.

The panelists conceded that
racial currents are so influential
in American politics that many
voters have come to associate the
two major parties with the race
that provides them with steady
support: Republicans are the par-
ty for whites and Democrats for
blacks.
Although such generalizations

oversimplify the social reality,
said Estrich, who was manager
for the Michael Dukakis
presidential campaign, even the
perception of a party's racial af-
filiation becomes the reality. As
a result, that image will inform
the party's every decision.
More important to politics in

general, Estrich said, is that the
use of sound-bites and flashy TV
rhetoric in political campaigns
has eclipsed the distinction bet-
ween what is racial and what is
racist, leaving voters both puzzl-
ed by the issue's complexity and
angry at the rhetoric it generates.

Rollins, who is the chair of the
National Republican Congres-
sional Committee, agreed, saying
that "there is more frustration
among the American electorate
[than] in any time I've seen in the
last 30 years."

All of these factors came
together recently in the North
Carolina Senate race between
Harvey Gantt and Jesse Helms,
said Germond, who is a syn-
dicated columnist for the
Baltimore Evening Sun.
Though Helms, who is white,

used several negative TV ads to
undermine the credibility of his
black opponent. Germond said, it
was only when he aired a spot

suggesting that Gantt was in favor
of racial hiring quotas that he
secured a victory. Before the ads
appeared, Gantt was leading
Helms in the polls.
Yet racially-oriented cam-

paigns, said Norton, who is
Representative-elect to Congress
from the District of Columbia,
have always been a major "ingre-
dient" in American politics. She
predicted that in the future "race
will be more insinuated" into the
political system than ever before.
Several of the panelists cited

the 1988 presidential campaign,
in particular the jockeying for
power between Michael Dukakis
and Jesse Jackson, as represen-
tative of the ways in which race
casts its shadow over politics.

Estrich identified two strategies
that the Democrats employed
during the campaign to assuage
white voters who were suspicious
of Jackson's connection with the
party, and thus reluctant to vote
for Dukakis.
One strategy, she said, was for

Dukakis to acknowledge Jackson
without giving him any actual
power. It was thought, she said,
that this technique would secure
the support of black voters
without alienating large numbers
of whites. Estrich did not com-
ment on whether it was
successful.

Another tactic widely used in
election campaigns, she said, is
to "pick fights" with black sup-
porters, which weakens their
negotiating power and gives
voters the impression that the
white power base of the party is

Continued on page 3

Hopkins Junior
Found Dead

The body of Junior Robert
Rastelli was found Tuesday.
November 6, at 4 pm at his
rowhouse apartment on
Guilford Avenue, by his
roommate.
Baltimore Police were

notified, arrived on the scene
and pronounced Rastelli
dead. Police later ruled his
death a suicide.

Funeral services were held
in Chatham, New Jersey on
Saturday. November 10.

Several Hopkins students
attended.

Rastelli was an undecided
major and a member of the
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity. He
is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Rastelli and two sisters.
A memorial service will be

held on Tuesday, November
20, at 4 p.m. in the Great
Hall. University chaplain
Gretchan Van Utt will lead
the service.

•

Rob Rastelli
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Mandatory Housing
Proposed by Deans
by Andrea Marsh before," said Miller.

Under the proposal, two dou-
ble bedrooms, roughly the size of
the current dorm rooms, would
share a bathroom and a tiny
kitchenette. Ten of these units
would share a common living
room.

Boswell said, "The proposal
would enable us to house 2,000
students," with most sophomores
being housed in McCoy Hall. Ac-
cording to Boswell, Wolman
renovations will be completed by
next August, and McCoy is ex-
pected to begin renovations in
June. Residents will move in a
year later, in August, 1992.
"A lot of parents and students

have expressed a desire for
university housing for
sophomores," said Boswell.
"This will go a long way toward
building a sense of community
and class spirit," she said.
A dining service in Wolman

will be available for students.
However, unlike the Terrace
Room, Boswell said, it will be a

Continued on page 5

"It's hard to keep in touch with
people after you move off cam-
pus. I think housing for
sophomores is really necessary,"
said senior Lisa Marino.
Chris Colombo and Susan

Boswell presented a proposal for
mandatory sophomore housing to
housemasters, community
assistants, and the residential life
staff on Tuesday, October 30.
Under the plan, which Director
of Auxiliary Enterprises Betty
Miller described as "still in the
works," McCoy Hall would be
renovated and re-designed like
Wolman Hall, with suite-style,
dorm-like units. Sophomores
would be assigned to live in either
McCoy or Wolman. Plans for the
renovation will be approved by
President Richardson and the
Board of Trustees by next
semester. Boswell said.
"The entire project will permit

more students to get more of a
feeling of community within the
university structure than ever

MIT to Reform or
Terminate ROTC
Reprinted with permission from
The Tech (MIT)

by Andrea I,amberti

On Wednesday, the faculty
took a definitive stance on MIT's
relationship with the Reserve Of-
ficers' Training Corps, whose
policy excluding gays and les-
bians conflicts with the Institute's
non-discrimination policy.
The faculty approved a resolu-

tion giving the Department of
Defense five years to end its
discriminatory policy. If the
policy is not changed, MIT will
most likely break with ROTC.
A resolution proposed by the

MIT Committee on ROTC
outlined a comprehensive, but
flexible, course of action for the

Institute to take over the next
several years. If the DOD fails to
eliminate the conflict between the
policies of MIT and ROTC, the
ROTC program might be made
unavailable to MIT students.
The committee was charged

with setting a deadline by which
MIT should end its participation
in ROTC if the DOD does not
change its policy. In May, the
faculty asked the committee to set
a date by Wednesday's meeting.
The resolution asks the ad-

ministration to reverse the DOD
policy withig five years. MIT
should both work individually
and collaborate with other schools
to achieve this goal, the resolu-
tion states.

According to the resolution, the
Continued on page 5

The Student Council meets every Tuesday in Shriver

Council Reviews
Elisse Takara

University Secunt
by Matthew Rosengart
Student Council Secretary

Committee reports were made
at this week's Student Council
meeting. The SAC, headed by
Treasurer Craig Freedman, has
allocated money to the JSA and
Comic Book Club. Building and
Grounds Chairs Dan Flynn and
Paul Ferreri met with Major Bob
Larkin of Security as part of a
survey on University lighting.
Foliage that has overgrown to the
point of obstructing some lighting
will be pruned, they reported. In
addition, wall pack lights will be
placed between Ames and
Krieger Hall and behind Remsen
Hall. A new security phone will
also be placed between Latrobe
and Barton. The three also
discussd restrictions attached to
the use of vans. Major Larkin
commented that the vans are not
to be used as a shuttle to parties.
This has been done in the past and
has led to delays in van arrivals
and other problems.
The Athletic Committee men-

tioned the imminence of the first
basketbalr game on the twenty-
eighth of November. The Blue
Jays will he challenging

Rochester, last year's Division III
champions. They reported that
the first 200 students to arrive will
receive a free surprise to be used
during the game.
A heated topic of the meeting

was presented by Gloria Lillard
of the Education Committee, con-
cerning whether students should
have the right to report their AP
examination scores on their
transcripts. A proposal was made
to write a letter to the Commit-
tee of Undergraduate Studies ex-
pressing the Council's concern
that students should have this
right. The council voted to
approve.
The Sophomore Class an-

nounced that it will be working
with Habitat for Humanity this
December. The organization
builds housing for the homeless.
The Student Council also an-

nounced that it will be sponsor-
ing a program to feed the
homeless. This program will be
chaired by Junior Class
Representative Walter Chun,
Secretary Matthew Rosengart,
and President Bob Nelson, and
will be conducted during the first
week of December.

TEP Acquitted of
Three IFC Charges

Continued from page 1

TEP said that one of its
members "lost his cool and yell-
ed,`Get the hell out of here! Suck
my dick!" They also said that
another brother stepped in an
"broke it up."

According to TEP, Guzda con-
tinued to yell at them even after
the police had arrived and were
taking statements. Two witnesses
to the incident, TEP said, defend-
ed their actions to the police.
At that time, TEP said, the

police asked the brothers present
if they wished to press assault and
theft charges against Chinn. They
said that they would only press
theft charges.
Members of TEP said that they

took the one brother's abusive
comments to Guzda seriously. At
the next executive board meeting,
they said, TEP officers decided
to place the brother on social
probation.

Police Officer Willis said he ar-
rived to find the TEP brothers
holding Chinn, whom he arrested.
According to Willis, there was a
woman at the scene yelling. He
said he did not take her statement
because he "saw no need to."
Willis also said that he saw "no
problem with what they [the TEP
brothers] did."
According to Robinson, Direc-

tor of Student Activities Bill
Smedick received a phone call
from Guzda on October 1 I. He
said that Smedick advised her to
put her complaint in writing and
subsequently received a letter on
October 15.
Acting on this complaint,

Robinson said that Smedick con-
ducted an investigation of the in-
cident. He interviewed members
of TEP who were involved in the
incident, according to Robinson.

In addition, Robinson said that
representatives of the fraternity's
national met with both Smedick
and TEP on Friday, November 9.
Boswell said that members of

the fraternity were very
cooperative during the

investigation.
According to TEP, Smedick

told them that he was impressed
with their cooperation.
IFC Vice-President Nini

Sangrugee said that Smedick
brought his investigation to the at-
tention of the IFC executive
board two weeks after the com-
plaint had been made. She said
that the executive board subse-
quently brought charges against
TEP based on IFC bylaws.
IFC Secretary Paul Kramer

said TEP was brought up on four
charges by the executive board:
failure to obey all state, city, and
local laws, failure to abide by IFC
guidelines, making a disturbing
noise, and violation of the Frater-
nity Insurance Policy Group's
(FIPG) risk management policy.
Kramer said that the charges did
overlap and that the Grievance
Board "fused the second and
third charges."
Under the terms of the FIPG

risk management policy, Kramer
said that the IFC could not
tolerate or condone sexual harass-
ment, whether it was physical,
mental, or emotional.
Kramer said that TEP pled not

guilty to the first three charges,
but did plead guilty to sexual
abuse. According to Kramer,
they "pled only to the verbal
harassment part of the charge."
According to Robinson, TEP

was tried by the IFC under its old
judicial procedure rather than its
recently approved judicial pro-
cedures because there was "not
reasonable time to set [it] up."
He said that the "new system had
not been passed until the day TEP
was told of the charges" against
it
Under the old system, a frater-

nity is judged by a grievance
board comprised of all the
presidents of the member frater-
nities. The executive board serves
as the prosecution.
The new judicial proceedings,

according to Robinson, are
"much, much improved." He

Continued on page 5

The Dean of Students Office
is accepting contributions in memory of

Robert Rastelli

To be given to

Healthcare for the Homeless

Please make checks payable to
Healthcare for the Homeless.
Drop off or mail to:
Deans of Students Office
Levering Hall
The Johns Hopkins University
Charles and 34th Streets
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

•

A Memorial Service for Robert
Rastelli will be held on Tuesday,
November 20, at 4:00 p.m. in the

Great Hall.



IFC Commissions
Fraternity Crime Watch
by News-Letter staff

Senior Class President Arthur
Yoon and Sigma Phi Epsilon
Community Service Chair Neil
Slenker submitted a proposal to
the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC)
on Wednesday to form a
fraternity-based Neighborhood
Block Watch in the Charles
Village area. Citing a dramatic
increase in crimes against
students, Slenker proposed that
the IFC run and monitor a com-
munity watch program in
cooperation with the Baltimore
Police department as a "first step
to a solution."

Slenker told the IFC that he and
Yoon were bringing the proposal
to diem because they felt that IFC
could "sustain and maintain" the
program better than any other stu-
dent group. They also saw it as
a chance for fraternities to make
"a visible attempt to do
something." They felt that frater-
nity participation might improve
community relations.

According to the proposal,
"participants would provide their
names, addresses, and phone
numbers" to the police and
"would be issued a block watch
identification number."'
"Upon witnessing any suspicious
activity," the proposal states,"a
block watcher would simply dial
911, report the activity, and pro-
vide his/her identification
number."
Slenker told the IFC that the

block watch system would be
"hassle-free." He also said that
it would increase the response
time of the police.

According to Slenker, the first
step of the plan is to have a booth
on campus to sign up students to
be block watchers. He said that
an officer from the Baltimore
Police and a member of Hopkins
Security would be present.
The next step, according to

Slenker, would be to divide the
Charles Village area into one to
two block segments, which
fraternities would canvass, in an
attempt to get full community
participation.
Under the neighborhood watch

program, Slenker said, if "two-
thirds of the residents on la] block
...join the program.. .the city will
mount Neighborhood Watch
signs." He noted that —those
blocks participating in the
Neighborhood Watch program
experienced a fifty percent reduc-
tion in the crime rate."

Director of Student Activities
Bill Smedick said that the IFC
"should take [the proposal]
seriously." According to
Smedick, the program is an op-
portunity for greeks to "show
leadership on campus and in the
community." He also said that he
supported the proposal brought
by Slenker and Yoon.

Slenker said that he hoped to
expand the program in the future
to include other neighborhoods.
"If this proves to be successful,"
the proposal states,' and if the
situation in the Remington,
Guilford, and Canterbury areas
deteriorates, it will be recom-
mended that the watch sign ups
expand to those areas."

According to the proposal, "of
the entire Charles Village area,
only six blocks currently par-
ticipate in the city's
Neighborhood Watch program."
The proposal states as its aims

a "heighten[ed] awareness,
diminish[ed] insecurities on the
part of the caller, and ...[a reduc-
ed] number of crimes committed
in the given area."

Slenker and Yoon described
student life as being "highly tran-
sient."Controlling crime in
such an environment requires a
higher degree of public awareness
and participation [in] the enforce-
ment of law," according to their
proposal.

In their proposal to the IFC,
Slenker and Yoon described
"lengthy discussions with
Charles Village residents,
leaders, and Commander Dan
Caulk and Sergeant Tom Bull of
the Northern District Police
Department." It was these
discussions, they stated, which
led to their efforts to initiate a
Neighborhood Watch program
involving students.
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Community Crime Report
•The following incidents occur-
red on campus and in the greater
Charles Village area from
November 6 to November 12,
1990.

11/6

•Larceny On-campus. Bicycle
taken from railing alongside
Homewood Field.
•Larceny On-campus. Bicycle
parts taken from bike at M.S.E.
Library rack.
•Larceny On-campus. Bicycle
taken from Shriver Hall bike
rack.
•Attempt B&E 2700 blk. N.
Howard. Broke bsmt. window,
but did not gain entry.
•Attempt Stolen Auto 3200
Abell Ave. Lock forced, ignition
tampered. •
• Larceny from auto 200 blk. E.
30th. Front tag taken from
vehicle.
•Burglary 2700 blk. N. Calvert.
Entry gained by unknown means
T.V. & coins taken.
•Stolen auto Unit blk. E.
University Parkway. 1990
Toyota taken.

1117

•Stolen Auto 2990 Wyman
Parkway. '84 Pontiac taken off
street.

•Armed Robbery Unit blk. E.
27th St. An armed assailant took
a woman's purse at about 8:30
p.m.
•Aggrevated Assault 100 blk. E.
25th St. At about 8:30 p.m. a
group of juveniles.struck victim
with rocks.
•Attempt Armed Robbery 100
blk. E. 30th St. An armed
assailant demanded money from
a Hopkins student and, the stu-
dent having none, robber fled.

11/8—No reportable incidents in
area.

11/9

•Larceny On-campus. Credit
cards removed from purse in
Ames Hall.
• Larceny On-campus. Money
taken from unlocked locker in
Athletic Center.
•Larceny On-campus. Watch
taken from unlocked locker in
Athletic Center.
•Burglary 2700 blk. St. Paul St.
Entry gained through rear win-
dow. Camera and P.C. taken.
•Attempt Stolen Auto 3400 blk.
Guilford Ave. Attempt made to
steal an '88 Chevy.
•Aggrevated Assault 400 blk. E.
28th St. Known assailant struck
victim with telephone handset.
•Purse Snatch 2900 blk. St. Paul

St. 8:30 a.m. A lone assailant
grabbed victim's purse and fled.
•Purse Snatch 300 blk. Wyman
Pk. 10 p.m. Lone assailant push-
ed victim and fled with her purse.
()Armed Robbery 100 blk. E.
31st St. 9:00 p.m. Four juveniles
struggled with a Hopkins student
for possession of a dufflebag
which the victim later recovered.
•Stolen Auto 300 blk. E.
University Pkwy. '86 Toyota
taken.

11/10

•Shoplifting WaWa Food
Market 3300 St. Paul St. Suspect
arrested on scene.
•Shoplifting WaWa Food
Market 330 St. Paul St. Suspect
arrested at scene.
• Breaking & Entering 300 blk.
E. 27th St. Entry gained through
open door. VCR and TV taken.
•Larceny from Auto 2700 blk.

Panel Addresses Race
Race Cited as 'Most Important

Continued from page 1

not being threatened. This too,
she said, was a technique
employed in varying degrees by
the Dukakis campaign.

Rollins was reluctant to agree,
however, that the political pro-
cess was fully responsible for
shaping racial attitudes. "Poltics
reinforces preconceptions and
perceptions," he said. "It rein-
forces positive impressions, it
reinforces negative impressions."

Unfortunately, Estrich said,
racist advertisements and rhetoric
consistently yield results for
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politicians who employ them.
There is "no question," she said,
"that [racist ads] are more effec-
tive" than any other kind of
political advertising, adding that
such rhetoric only clouds the
distinction between race politics
and racism politics.
Each of the panelists had dif-

ferent impressions of the coun-
try's awareness of the issue.
While Rollins insisted that a great
deal of "honest debate" about
race and politics was needed,
Norton contended that Americans
in fact already discuss the race

St. Paul St. Window broken and
personal papers removed.

•Shoplifting WaWa Food
Market 3300 St. Paul St. Suspect
arrested on scene.
•Purse Snatch 2700 blk. St. Paul
St. 10 a.m. Lone assailant grabb-
ed a woman's purse and ran.

11/12

•Burglary 3100 blk. Abell Ave.
Entry gained through broken win-
dow and woman's purse
removed.
',Attempt Armed Robbery Unit
blk. E. 30th St. 10 p.m. • A
Hopkins student was repeatedly
struck by 3 juveniles in an attempt
to rob victim of money. Nothing
taken.
',Robbery 2700 blk. Huntington
Ave. 10 p.m. A Hopkins student
was attacked by 3 juveniles who
took his wallet and bag.
•Attempt Armed Robbery 200
blk. E. 31st St. 2 a.m. Two
juveniles attacked a pedestrian
and attempted to rob him.
Suspects were arrested on scene.
•Armed Robbery 2900 blk. N.
Charles St. 11:15 p.m. A
Hopkins student was thrown to
the ground by 3 juveniles who
took a dufflebag from the victim.

and Racism
Issue' in Politics

issue "ad nauseam."
Estrich said early in the debate

that race is a "silent issue" within
political campaigns—visible to
the electorate, but not discussed
with candor inside the campaign.
"We don't talk about it," she
said. Though none of the
panelists openly disagreed with
Estrich, all of them cited ex-
amples of flagrant racist rhetoric
in recent campaigns.
"The intensity of the issue is get-
ting greater," said Rollins.

Norton, however, cautioned
against viewing race as the

leading issue in American
politics. Women's rights, she
said, were of equal importance
with black-white issues. "Poor
leadership," she said, "is respon-
sible for the direction the debate
has taken."

The Miranda Act: It Isn't
Just For Breakfast

Anymore
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Thanksgiving
Shuttles

BWI & Penn Station

Wednesday, November 21
Leaving in front of MSE

BWI: 9:00am, 11:00am, 1:00pm

Penn Station: 9:00am 11:00am
9:30am 11:30am
10:00am 12:00pm
10:30am 12:30pm

Cost: $4.00
Buy your ticket in the SAC office.

Sponsored by Student Council & the
Office of Student Activities

WAR AND CONSCIENCE...

HAVE YOU TAKEN THE TIME TO
EXAMINE YOUR BELIEFS ?

...WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

Counseling on The Selective Service
and Conscientious ObJection is available

through The Office of the Chaplain.

The service is open to all

and is completely confidential.

Call Bill at 338-8188.

THE TRAVEL CONNECTION
Serving JHU Since 1982

University
Travel Specialists

•Air Tickets.
•Amtrak•

•Packages •
•Cruises •
•Tours•

•Free V.I.P. Club

Americon Society
of iovel Agents

Guaranteed
Lowest
Fares!!

ALL
"SERVICES"

ARE ABSOLUTELY
FREE

Sit Back And Relax ...
Your travel documents will be delivered

directly, to your Dorm, Apartment or Department.

356-9300
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Literary Society
Unites Disciplines
by Robin Steckler

The newly formed Sidney
Lanier Literary Society, the first
undergraduate literary society at
the Johns Hopkins University,
held a meeting for prospective
literature members on Sunday,
November 11.
The literary society, according

to Franklin Sechriest, one of the
program organizers, aims to unite
all literature students to provide
an organized forum for discussion
and appreciation for varied
literary works. Drawing support
from the Departments of English,
Humanities, and Writing
Seminars, the society will bring
together students in each of these
disciplines for the study of
literature to counterbalance the
division among the three areas.
Networking the departments,
Sechriest said, will provide a
common ground for fostering
literary consciousness and ex-
posure on the Homewood
campus.
Founding organizers,

Sechriest, Cortwright McMeel,
Christine Zhubrod, and Adam
Toll exhibit this unity as
representatives of the three
departmental majors. The group
has been working for two years
to establish the society.
The Sidney Lanier Literary

Society honors its namesake,
Sechriest said, by holding the
man's ideas as its own, namely
bringing literature back to

Plans
For
McCoy
Proposed

Continued from page 2

"food court concept," which will
be open until 2 or 3 a.m. Students
living in these buildings will be
required to buy a meal plan, as
the kitchenettes in the rooms are
"not very practical," said Com-
munity Assistant Rich Quarles.
Quarles said that since the meal

plan is so expensive, the
sophomore year will become
much more costly. Miller said,
however, that "Cost is always a
consideration. We are very com-
petitively priced in relation to the
rest of the community."
Boswell said that the cost of the

sophomore and freshman years
under the plan would be roughly
equal.
The concept of housemasters

and community assistants will
also change. "We will find a
common name for housemasters
and community assistants. But
there will be a resident assistant
for 40 residents. They will of
course do different things for
freshmen and sophomores,"
Boswell said.
Roommates will still be assign-

ed for freshmen, but sophomores
will be allowed to choose.
Boswell said she envisions that
groups of ten friends will choose
to share a unit.

Building security was also con-
sidered. A card access system for
exterior and common entry doors
will be installed. In addition,
residents will have individual
keys to their rooms.

Miller said the housemasters
and community assistants who
saw the proposed floor plans
were "very positive about it."
She said, "Students will have an
increased opportunity to remain
part of the campus after freshman
year."
Boswell added, "A lot of

freshmen would enjoy not having
to worry about where to live after
their first year. After sophomore
year, students are more comfor-
table, and are more used to
things. This would alleviate many
of these concerns."
Quarles said: "I agree that it

will create a sense of communi-
ty, but I disagree with the way
they're going about it. 1 think the
University can fill McCoy
witLout making housing
mandatory."

Hopkins and reintroducing the
student population to the enjoy-
ment of literary scholarship.

Sechriest said that the organiza-
tion sprung from a desire not only
to unite the closely related
disciplines, but to fully express
the diversity of the undergraduate
population here at Hopkins. As
Sechriest stated at the first
meeting, "We [Hopkins] don't
reflect the diversity that is really
here. We have the diversity; we
just don't show it."
McMeel said that "at Hopkins,

things stay latent," referring to
the underacknowledgement of the
humanities and non-scientific
studies. He pointed out that at
other prestigious universities
there are several societies of
literature on each campus
whereas Hopkins only has one
graduate literary society, the
Tudor and Stuart Club.
McMeel said that

undergraduate societies for
students in science and engineer-
ing exist, promoting the ap-
pearance of a non-diverse student
body.
The primary goal of the so-

ciety is to facilitate a lecture
series, according to Sechriest. In-
itially tapping into the Hopkins
faculty, the society, Sechriest
said, hopes to broaden the
breadth of its speakers to include
circuit lecturers and presentators,
well-renowned in their literary
field. These plans, Sechriest said,
might include the appearance of

File Photo

Dean of Student Services Chris
Colombo.

Housemaster Jennifer Sharp
said, "I think the plans look
great. This campus really needs a
sense of community, and this will
definitely help."

Housemaster Suzy Kim
agreed, saying, "A lot of people
say Hopkins has a lack of com-
munity, and they attribute it to the
housing situation. I think housing
sophomores will alleviate a lot of
these feelings."

Women's

Franklin Sechriest
Society.

a Sidney Lanier impersonator
reading some of Lanier's work to
inaugurate the first lecture series
of the Sidney Lanier Literary
Society.
Named for the first professor

of English at Hopkins, the society
honors a multi-talented
Renaissance man. Appointed as
a poet-lecturer, Lanier was an
esteemed author, poet, critic,
musician, teacher and famed local
deity. In fact, a statue honoring
Lanier was erected on Charles
Street.

Sechriest said that Lanier pro-
vided a humanistic education for
his students and encouraged the
initiation of friendships with
students, with a desire to excite
and animate scholarship.

Loren Rieth

is one of the organizers of the Sidney Lanier Literary

Sechriest and McMeel pointed
out that by merely attending the
meeting, students were already
exhibiting Lanier-like qualities.
"Lanier was quite a stoic [in
terms of learning] and devoted to
Johns Hopkins," said Sechriest.
Armed with Lanier's inspiration
to resurrect an advanced literary
consciousness, students will
"enhance one another's educa-
tion [through the society]," ac-
cording to McMeel. "We can all
help each other," he said.
The literary society, Sechriest

said, hopes to solicit donations
from surviving members of
Lanier's family and from the
three networking departments--
Writing Seminars, English and
Humanities.

MIT Presents ROTC
With Policy Ultimatum

Continued from page 2
president will then establish a task
force to evaluate whatever pro-
gress has been made and recom-
mend a subsequent course of ac-
tion, with the "expectation that
inadequate progress toward
eliminating the DOD policy on
sexual orientation will result in
making ROTC unavailable to
students beginning with the class
entering in 1988."
MIT publications would note

the end of the ROTC program
beginning no later than the fall of
1996.
The resolution requests that the

ROTC committee report at least
once a year on MIT initiatives
toward change in the DOD
policy. It should also report on
"the committee's assessment of
progress at the national level," it
adds.
The Executive Committee of

the MIT Corporation and the
ROTC committee should begin a
dialogue, focusing on the need for
action and possible cooperation
among schools by faculties, ad-
ministrations, and corporations,
according to the resolution.

Alvin W. Drake '57, chair of
the ROTC committee and pro-
fessor of electrical engineering,
introduced the resolution and ex-
plained the process behind the
committee's consensus.
The coming battle to reverse

the policy is not with the DOD or
ROTC, Drake said. It is "with
Congress, [and] the people who

Rickey Denounces Racism and
The David Duke Phenomenon
by Stephanie Sneddon

"Racism was a low grade fever
that had been running in Loui-
siana, but not talked about, and
now it is becoming okay to be
overly racist," said Elizabeth
Rickey in her speech "Racism
and Anti-Semitism in America:
The David Duke Phenomena" on
Wednesday, November 24. "I
think this could happen
anywhere, and that is my
message," she said.
The lecture was sponsored by

the Jewish Students Association,
the Black Student Union, the Col-
lge Republicans, and the Young
Democrats. Rickey spoke about
her involvment in the campaign
against Duke and emphasized the
danger that she believes he
represents.
Rickey founded the Lousiana

Coalition and has led the cam-
paign against Duke. During a
research project she uncovered
Duke's extensive activity in the
Klu Klux Klan and neo-Nazi
groups and since then, she said,
she has been "swimming
upstream" in an attempt to in-
form people of Duke's past and
present.
While researching Duke,

Rickey uncovered a history of

Duke's involvement in white sup- Rickey described Duke as a
premist groups. Rickey reported strange extremist, who in addition
that Duke began his career in to running anti-semetic, pro-Nazi
racism at age fourteen. According literature out of his State
to Rickey, he was subsequently Legislature's office, has, accor-
involved in organizing and run- ding to Rickey, written a sex
fling many white supremist manual for women and has had
groups such as White Citizen's extensive facial reconstruction.
Council, the Klu Klux Klan, "A lot about Duke is very
Which finTSed as-a "respectable bizarre," she said.
front" for the American Nazi In 1989, Rickey said she at-
Party, formerly the National tended a closed meeting for the
Socialist American Party. She National American Socialist Par-
described Duke's odyssey around ty members where Duke en-
the world where he found he was couraged others to run for
"destined to save the white race Republican offices, saying,
from extinction." According to —That's where our people are."
Rickey, he believed he was "David Duke was using the
poisoned by the Mossad and has Republican Party for his own per-
lived to fulfill his destiny. sonal agenda," Rickey stated.
Rickey also recounted many Rickey spoke of her profound

experiences she has had in con- disillusion with the Republican
nection with Duke including ex- Party in Louisiana. Their failure
tended interviews with him to confront Duke's alterior
where, she said, he tried to recruit motives, Rickey said, prompted
her into National Socialism. "He her to form the Louisiana Coali-
saw me as a confused person, a tion, a group dedicated to infor-
blood-ki n . . . duped by the ming people about Duke and can-
Jewish media,— she said. Also didates like him.
from these interviews, Rickey Rickey describes Duke's
quotes Duke as saying,"Race is politics as a national threat.
the bottom line in society. Race Eighty-two percent of Duke's
mixing causes all problems. funding comes from outside of
Ultimately segregation is the Louisiana, she said. According to
ideal, but it is difficult to do in Rickey, he also has many pockets
the U.S." Continued on page 17

Studies Sponsors Seminars
Faculty Learn to Incorporate Gender Relations

Continued from page 1
resources of many professors in
different fields to be pulled
together. One unique aspect of
the program, Walkowitz ex-
plained, is the cross-listing of
courses, through which other
departments can offer courses
that relate their respective areas
to Women's Studies or gender
issues. These course are con-
sidered to be included within that
department and the Women's
Studies program simultaneously.
Over the course of a year, the

number of courses cross-listed
with the Women's Studies pro-
gram has risen from three to
twenty, and is still growing. One
third of these focus specifically on
gender issues.
Walkowitz will soon propose a

minor in Women's Studies, to be
considered by Dean of Arts and
Sciences Lloyd Armstrong. The
minor will offer students already
pursuing a rigorous inter-
disciplinary study of gender
issues to receive formal recogni-
tion for their work.

Additionally, the minor may
help to attract students to Hopkins
who are interested in studying

these issues, and will give
Women's Studies at Hopkins
greater visibility in the academic
community.
The expansion of the program

received a great boost,
Walkowitz said, with a four-year
$150,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation.
Some of this money has gone

to fund a series of faculty
seminars, which help to promote
awareness of women's issues
among faculty from different
disciplines by offering ideas about
ways to incorporate aspects of
gender relations into their respec-
tive fields.
Of the twelve professors now

involved in the seminar program,
half are established scholars in
Women's Studies, while others
are from fields such as Interna-
tional Relations, Environmental
Engineering, English, and
Anthropology.

Walkowitz called the consistent
and diverse attendance at the
seminars "an exciting and grati-
fying experience." She observ-
ed that the program had
stimulated faculty to teach

courses related to Women's
Studies or to change the focus of
their courses to incorporate issues
of gender relations.

The money from the Ford
Foundation will also go toward
encouraging undergraduates to
engage in independent research
on "topics related to women or
gender," either for credit or as
part of a senior thesis. Five
fellowships are available, each
carrying a $2000 stipend for the
student and $800 for the advisor.
The Ford grant also provides

for a new lecture series begun this
year, said Walkowitz. Most of
the speakers will address topics,
conjoined with undergraduate
courses cross-listed in Women's
Studies.

She explained that one of the
purposes of the series is to expose
undergraduates to the profes-
sional academic community and
to encourage them to pursue
academic interests beyond their
classes. The lectures also allow
for greater interaction between
undergraduate and graduate
students. In the past, most lee-

tures offered have been geared
toward graduate students only.

Said Julie Hardwick, a
graduate student in the Depart-
ment of History who is focusing
her study on gender issues,
"There was a lot of interest in
women's studies before this, and
the program has helped to create
a sense of community among
women [with an interest in
women's studies]."

There will also be a series of
films and speakers concerning
various aspects of women's issues
for women's history month next
semester, said Hardwick, who
will be running the program. She
expressed her hope that the series
will help to draw in interested
undergraduates as well as
graduate students.

Walkowitz is confident that
when the grant money runs out
there will be enough interest
generated for the University to
continue to hind the aspects of the
program previously provided for
b) the Ford grant.

send those people to Congress.
David M. Halperin, professor

of literature and faculty advisor
of Defeat Discrimination at MIT
supported the motion. Although
it might be moderate compared to
the actions of some other institui-
tions, he said, it is not a "tactical
retreat. [The resolution]
represents a plan for action."

President Charles M. Vest saw
the resolution as a vehicle for
uniting the MIT community,
characterized it as an "excellent
motion," and said it "with a
great deal of enthusiasm."

Paul E. Gray '54, chairman of
the corporation, qualified the en-
tire motion as "constructive,"
and pledged to serve as the link
between the faculty and Corpora-
tion on the issue. Faculty Chair
Henry D. Jacoby voiced the
strong support of the Faculty
Policy Committee.
Provost Mark S. Wrighton, at

his first faculty meeting as pro-
vost, saw the situation as an op-
portunity for MIT to become a
leader in forging new policy, and
vowed to do "all in his power"
to work toward the change.
Some faculty members at the

meeting felt that the resolution
was not strong enough. Professor
of Literature Louis Kampf said he
would vote for the measure
because "if we don't pass it,
we'll wind up with nothing."
Kampf added that the resolu-

tion created "a hint of a deadline,
but not really a deadline,"
because MIT will not
automatically break with ROTC
if the policy is not changed.

Professor of Physics Vera
Kistiakowsky shared Kampf s
sentiments. She proposed an
amendment that wpuld guarantee
a break with ROTC if the military
did not change its policy in five
years, but the amendment was
voted down.

TEP
Criticizes
IFC
Decision

Continued from page 2

said that the executive board has
been removed to a "position of
presenting information" from its
previous adversarial role. The
focus, he said, will be on the
judicial committee with its own
chair.

The committee is to be com-
prised of only some of the frater-
nities and sororities in the IFC
and presidents cannot sit on the
committee. The presidents will
form an appeals committee, that
would come before an appeal to
Dean Boswell.

According to TEP, their trial
was unbalanced. They said that
the executive hoard, which also
serves as prosecutor, "gave a
very biased report" and was
"biased in their questioning."
The executive board was "bent
on finding a punishment rather
than finding out the truth," they
said.

TEP said that the executive
board "overlooked [their] com-
plete cooperation" noting the in-
vestigation and the presence of all
members involved in the incident
at the hearing. They also said that
they felt that the IFC would have
been unable to prove any guilt
(had they no pleaded guilty)
without the testimony of TEP
brothers, with the prosecution's
only other evidence being Guz-
da's letter.

"In the future,' TEP
said," fraternities may be unwill-
ing to cooperate given the
results.
Guzda was "prejudiced against

fraternities and young men in
general," TEP said. According
to TEP, "it would have helped
she had been there la" the hear-
ing,'" so that the Grievance Board
could get an idea of what she was
like. They said they insisted that
Smedick read her letter in its en-

Corit, ;wed on page 17
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The Miranda Act
Douglass Barre

Episode Nine: On Her Mind
Dear David,
Good morning, sunshine! I

finally got sick enough of doing
my Abnormal Psychology paper
over Thanksgiving vacation that
I figured I'd write to you. Hmm.
That isn't much of a segue now,
is it?
I'm actually getting along

somewhat well in my academics
here, although this is currently
week three of my advisor's ap-
parent abduction. I'm beginning
to believe that "office hours" are
listed so that you'd know what
time the office would be there,
not the advisor.
Not only that, but the registrar

has absolutely no record of my
inter-term courses. After seeing
them about it, they told me that
I had to check with the Depart-
ment of Academic Advising. The
Department told me that I had to
find the teacher and get her
signature and bring it back here.

Well, when I found the teacher,
she told me that the registrar had
lost all the grades and that there
was a specific form that I had to
sign and return to Academic Ad-
vising. Upon returning to that
department, they informed me
that the forms were down at the
registrar. I got the form and
returned to my professor's
department, but apparently her
office hour was up, and she had
left for vacation.
This is what you're missing not

going to school.
Since Carol lives around here,

I'm up at her house for
Thanksgiving. It's a whole lot
cheaper than heading out there for
three days, but I still wish I could.
Besides, Carol's family, while
wonderfully nice, are stranger
than Zack. Well, almost.
Speaking of the Zackster, he

finally showed me those comics
that you said you were going to
send. After realizing that he had
spent about the last week in our
apartment, he remembered thlo
he hadn't done his dishes before
coming over to visit, so he ran

back to his place to clean up
before the break. I swear, it was
the first moment of silence that
I've had since he came over. He's
great, but he really needs to get
his own life. I think he's getting
over Carol somewhat, though,
and hopefully that will give him
the kick in the rear that he needs.
We had a hell of a time getting

up here. Tell me if this sounds
familiar. Carol's parents had
tickets for us to see a Broadway
play, so we were going to go
straight to New York, meet them
at the restaurant, and then go for
the play. We got to the train sta-
tion about two minutes after the
train we wanted. So Carol went
up and asked how much more

In which Miranda
gets in touch with
David—sort of

tickets were for the Metroliner
(the next train getting in).
The guy gave a price which

was more than the two of us had,
so I said we could use my money
machine card to go get what we
needed. Catch: they had closed
the machine in the the station, so
we had to run two and a half
blocks to the next closest one,
where we got stuck in line behind
someone slower than your
mother.
We finally got the money and

ran back to the station. Luckily,
the train hadn't gotten in yet.
Unluckily, when Carol went to
get tickets, the guy said that the
train was txx)ked. Not that he told
us this when we asked about it or
anything. So we got the regular
priced tickets for the next train,
which hopefully would get us
there with about a half-hour to
eat. Carol called and told her
parents to order for us and when
we would be there.
Well, the train got in about ten

Continued on page 17

From Whence Come the Changes?
This week the Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity went before

the Inter-Fraternity Council Grievance Board for charges
of four violations of IFC rules. Three of the charges were
dropped, but TEP pled guilty to the fourth charge—verbal
sexual harrassment. In the course of an already complicated
series of events, a member of the fraternity spoke to a
woman from the community in a way that the woman felt
constituted sexual harrassment. The woman lodged a writ-
ten complaint with the University, initiating an IFC in-
vestigation into the incident.
The circumstances under which the infraction occurred

were unusual. Still, regardless of location or situation,
fraternity brothers, like everyone else, have an obligation
to conduct themselves appropriately. As members of a
fraternity that operates with the sanction of the Universi-
ty, the TEP brothers had a further obligation to represent
their fraternity in a respectable manner and to comply with
IFC rules. The TEP brothers apparently recognize that the
incident was inappropriate and a violation—they pled guilty
to the charge, cooperated with the investigation, and took
immediate steps within the fraternity to penalize the brother
who committed the offense.
The real issue, then, is the ruling handed down by the

IFC Grievance Board. The fraternity was given a penalty
which some feel is both unduly harsh under the cir-
cumstances and inconsistent with past IFC rulings. TEP
brothers claim that they have been treated unfairly. After
all, flagrant violations of IFC rules occur regularly without
coming under the scrutiny of the Grievance Board or the
University administration.
The IFC ruling, though out of character, is not unfair.

The prevalence of sexual harrassment incidents involving
fraternity members indicates that stricter attention and har-

sher penalties are called for—in fact, they were called for
long ago. It may be that the IFC is truly concerned about
current violations within the fraternities and is sending a
message that they will no longer be tolerated. It can justify
its action by addressing these insidious human climate pro-
blems regularly and with an even hand.
However, important questions remain regarding the rul-

ing. For starters: why now? What aspect of this particular
incident prompted the harsh response from the Board?
Though any action taken to improve the human climate
at Hopkins is commendable, it is not clear that addressing
climate problems on behalf of the students was indeed the
agenda of the Grievance Board.
This event is marked by the presence of a community

member not associated with the University. Lately, ad-
ministrative offices here at Homewood have been bom-
barded with complaints from the community concerning
students. It seems that the relationship between students
and the rest of the community, delicate and tenuous under
the best of circumstances, has recently become outright
hostile in many instances. There are many indications that
students in general are being unfairly and unreasonably
targeted as destructive members of the community, and
are not given credit for their positive contributions to the
area.
Any steps toward improving the social environment and

quality of life here at Hopkins are worthy of support. But
it would certainly be unfortunate if, after years of inter-
nal criticism and much student energy devoted to these
issues, without comparable administrative action, Hopkins
responded to unreasonable and unjustified pressure from
outside the University under the guise of addressing the
"needs of the students."

Letters 
Robert Rastelli: In Memoriam; TEP States Its Case
To the Editors:
Robert Rastelli passed away

recently. Many of you saw that fun-
ny, bouncy walk of his. Some of you
may even have listened to his odd
monotone voice at one time or
another. Most of you never got a
chance to meet him because he was
so introverted, one of thousands of
faceless people who drift in and out
of our lives every day. To me he
wasn't. There was so much to him
that was so genuinely good, I can't
just let him slip quietly by without
an introduction. It's the least I could
do. He was my friend.

I met Robert during fall registra-
tion 1989; my roommate and I sat on
the fire escape pondering uses for the
spare bedroom in our apartment.
Robert popped his head out the win-
dow and introduced himslef, "Hi,
I'm Rob Rastelli. I'm 21. I'm your
new roommate." Without waiting
for an answer, he popped his head
back in the window and disappeared
for the next three months. When he
turned up I learned the depth of his
character beneath the odd veneer.
He was kind. About a month ago

he wrote me describing a talk he'd
had with a beggar by Greenmount
Avenue. Part of his letter read,
"You, being who you are, probably
wonder why I stood and listened to
this guy?" I smiled, remembering
many such stories where he astonish-
ed me with his naivete, and I him
with my cynicism. He continued, "I
don't mind listening to their perfor-
mances if they don't touch me and
I'm not in a hurry. I figure anyone
who's so willing to suck up to white
asshole college students must really
need the money. "Listen," the beg-
gar said, "I've been fired. Can you
spare a few bucks? I've got to get my
daughter some meat." Robert pull-
ed a chicken pot pie from his shop-
ping bag. The beggar hemmed and
hawed about how, no, she needed
meat. Robert replied, "It's got meat
in it. She'll like it." The conversa-
tion was ended.

Robert made me laugh. He could
be almost like a cartoon character,
a real loon. Last summer we went
skeet shooting a few times, passing
grazing cows each time during the
ride to Elk Neck state park. Once he
pointed to one of them saying,
"Let's plug that cow and tie it to the
hood of the VW. We'll mount the
head as a trophy." Sportsmen that
we were. Sometimes last year we'd
stay up watching TV into the night,
well past the hour when Steven L.
Miles became ubiquitous. If we were
sober, we'd be half-crazed by the
tedium and laughing at something
that probably wasn't at all funny.
One of us would say, "You know
my smile hides a deep dark sorrow,"
and then we'd toss our heads back
laughing, each of us dead certain the
other was too airheaded to remotely
understand sorrow. We were both
wrong.

1 could write on well beyond the
limits of your patience, but I won't;

anyway, it's only fair that most of
the memories remain my own. It
poured the day Robert was buried;
even the trees cried. It was so dif-
ficult to find solace in anything, not
even in his peaceful rest. Peace
always seemed the furthest
thing from his mind; he was
always so full of life
and had so much to give: These
memories sustain me in my grief. I
wish I could close with something
comforting, but such thoughts escape
me. I hope that all of us who knew
and loved him, family and friends
might somehow find peace with
themselves.

Steve Sirotic
Class of 1990

To the Editors:
On behalf of Tau Epsilon Phi, we

are writing to give the true version
of what has led us to be put on social
probation. A neighbor of ours Ms.
Kathleen Guzda sent a letter to the
school which caused us to go in front
of the grievance board. Her account
is largely false and we would like to
say what actually happened.
On Oct. 10, Gary Chinn was fired

as the cook of Tau Epsilon Phi. That
evening he returned to the house to
supposedly pick up some medication
which he had left behind. He was ob-
viously intoxicated and talked with
the brothers for quite some time
before slipping up the stairs unnotic-
ed. A few minutes later one of our
brothers saw him leave the premises
with something hidden under his
jacket and walk quickly up to
Canterbury St.
Suspecting that something may

have been taken, he asked everyone
to check their valuables and upon do-
ing so we discovered that Kevin
Quinn's tape deck was missing. At
that point six of our brothers drove
down the street to find him. At the
corner of Canterbury and 39th we
saw him walking with the tape deck.
One of our brothers went to call

the police while the rest of us got out
of the car and approached Mr.
Chinn. Mr. Chinn then threw the
tape deck to the ground and tried to
push past us. We asked him to wait
for the police to come. He took a

swing at two brothers, one of which
pushed Mr. Chinn to the ground
where he was held until the police
arrived. He was then taken into
custody by the police.
At that time, we were asked if we

wished to file assault and/or theft
charges against Mr. Chinn. Kevin
Quinn did file theft charges for
which Mr. Chinn was convicted. Of
ficer Willis, the arresting officer,
with whom we spoke as recently as
this weekend, commended us for our
behavior and gave us his number so
that anyone who wishes to speak to
him concerning the matter can do so.
The real problems occured when

Ms. Guzda arrived on the scene.
After we had been able to detain Mr.
Chinn, she arrived yelling and
screaming that a large group of up-
per class white boys (obviously
overlooking our black brothers)
were beating up a poor black man
when in reality, not a single blow
was struck other than the single push
it took to knock the intoxicated Mr.
Chinn to the ground. She then con-
tinued to scream about us roaming
the streets with a baseball bat.

Although we had grabbed a bat out
of the car for protection, no one had
come even close to using it. Officer
Willis later stated that it was com-
pletely reasonable to bring it along
considering that Mr. Chinn has been
arrested on numerous assault charges
which we were well aware of.
At this point in time, some of our

brothers attempted to explain the
situation to Ms. Guzda, however she
did nothing but continue to yell at us,
saying such things as "Poor babies,
you can't live without the CD player
your mommy and daddy pay for."
With this type of abuse being

thrown our way and given the nature
of this situation, one of our brothers,
brother X, lost his cool. He began
to shout back at this woman and
when she continued to insult him, he
told her to -Get the hell out of here!
Suck my dick, lady." At that point
in time another brother approached
the two of them and told brother X
to walk away, which he did.
From this point on, including in

the presence of the police, she con-
tinued to harass all of our brothers,
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as well as two other witnesses who
were speaking in our defense, with
comments about frat boys caring for
nothing but violence and alcohol.
The brothers who heard brother

X's comments did not approve of
them. This was why one of our
brothers made a point of apologiz-
ing that same evening to Ms. Guz-
da. Brother X himself made an ef-
fort to apologize the next day;
however, he could not determine
where she resided.
As a fraternity, the matter was

discussed in the executive board and
it was determined that brother X was
to be placed on social probation for
the rest of the semester for being
rude to a neighbor. The matter was
further discussed with three
members of our national [fraternity
chapter] upon their receipt of Ms.
Guzda's letter of complaint. They
were extremely pleased with the way
we handled the situation and sup-
ported our behavior.
That is what happened on the night

in question. At the trial on Monday
[Nov. 12], we read the allegations
which she wished to charge us with.
They were largely fabricated with
numerous embellishments. For ex-
ample, Ms. Guzda mentioned in her
letter that young men were outside
her window repeating obscenities the
next night. This is either a complete
lie or did not involve TEP. We
didn't even know where she lived!
TEP was charged on four separate
counts and plead not guilty to all but
the count of verbal sexual harass-
ment to which we plead guilty. We
were completely cleared of all these
charges. We fully cooperated with
the IFC and the administration dur-
ing this whole ordeal.
TEP feels that it has acted in a pro-

per manner. The authority figure at
the scene, Officer Willis, also stated
that all of our actions with regards
to the stolen property were justified
and more than reasonable. Brother
X made his comment in the heat of
the moment in a very unusual situa-
tion. He regrets it, as it was not
derived from any malice towards
Ms. Guzda. As a fratenity, we truly
feel that after this unfortunate inci-
dent we could not have dealt with
this situation in a more responsible
and cooperative manner than we did.

Unfortunately, the IFC board
rendered a five-point decision of
which social probation through
March I is a part. TEP feels that this
punishment was caused by the ex-
ecutive board's desire to make an ex-
ample of us and of a judicial process
which was tainted. They failed to
make contact with any of our
witnesses despite being offered their
numbers to call and many of the
comments which were made to the
jury were in our opinion highly bias-
ed against us.
We feel that the desire to punish

TEP far outweighed the desire to
discover what actually occured.
Finally, our cooperation in this mat-
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Screw the Right Thing
 Stephen Kent Jusick

With President Richardson
fully installed and making waves
(or at least ripples) about the im-
portance of undergraduate educa-
tion, various tongues of the ad-
ministration have adopted
rhetoric spouting similar
messages intended only to deflect
criticism and elevate their own
status.

In many ways, administrators
are like civil servants: people who
have a minimum level of com-
petence and are fairly secure in
their jobs. When a new President
arrives, the herd must adapt. To
curry favor, or stabilize their
jobs, the public statements by the
lapdogs of official policy and sen-
timent may change in tone,
perhaps even in direct opposition
to earlier stances. But functional-
ly, everything remains the same.
What this means now is that

lip-service—and only that—will
be paid to student concerns,
despite the more promising
emanations from Garland and
Merryman.
Clearly, academic needs of the

population must be confronted.
Suggestions for desired and need-
ed courses (Japanese, critical
theory, anatomy, et al.) are too
quickly rebuffed at low levels of
discussion. Permanent advisors
should be in place for majors
other than Pre-Med and Pre-Law.
But there is an exigency in the
area of support services and day-
to-day life. With curriculum
changes choked by procedural
filibustering and grant application
paperwork, it is easier to effect

their roles as pseudo-
housemasters. This is a result of
the low ratio of CAs to student
charges, leading to an intimate
relationship that exists only in
theory. This year CAs were plac-
ed in the Homewood, which of-
ficially established that building
as a "significant" dwelling for
undergrads.
There are other campus

resources that can help students
who are trying to cope. The most
obvious is the understaffed White
House, which counsels students
for both one-time and continuing
neuroses. For many, however,
the thought of psychological
counseling carries a stigma.
What's an off-campus student to
do if A Place To Talk isn't open?
There are few options. The ef-

fect of the atmosphere at Johns
Hopkins is akin to ripping the
scab from an infected wound.
With a reputation as a grind
school without a social life, JHU
could serve as the Platonic ideal.
It is this very want of an outlet
for student anxieties and frustra-
tions that can make a normally
bearable situation intolerable, or
a dilemma into a crisis of
devastating proportions. The
stress mounts exponentially,
feeding upon itself, exacerbating
the situation.
The Human Climate Task

Force Report, released in the fall
of 1987, delineated many of these
troubles with the University's
disposition. Tentative steps are
now being taken toward facing
some of them, such as the treat-

If not the students themselves, who
will make a concrete commitment to

the mammoth task of bettering Hopkins'
sense of community? More important,

how would it be done?

change in the way undergraduates
are treated on a human level.
Much of the programming that

aids students in a peripheral but
essential way originates in the of-
fices of Residential Life and Stu-
dent Activities. Examples are
self-defense workshops and
alcohol awareness or wellness
programs.
For students who live in

University housing, the
Housemasters and Community
Assistants (CAs) should provide
a certain cushion for the stressed
academic who wants to bail out.
These positions can also provide
a bridge through the seemingly
labyrinthine layers of
bureaucracy one encounters when
asking simple questions.

In truth, CAs have yet to fulfill

ment of women. But others have
been shunted into the wings to
wait for a beneficient angel to
take up their cause.

If not the students themselves,
who will make a concrete com-
mitment to the mammoth task of
bettering Hopkins's sense of
community? More important,
how would it be done? One
perennial suggestion is to give
students—graduates as well as
undergraduates—a feeling that
they belong. And it must be
sincere. Not a facade, deceptively
promising refuge, but some ge-
nuine compassion. It cannot be
the usual formulaic mouthings
that have the instruction "insert
name here."
Hoppy Hour has been lauded

as one of the most successful stu-
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dent events ever sponsored by the
University. But even regular
goers will acknowledge that the
weekly gathering, whose ap-
parent attraction is cheap drinks,
is not a great place to meet new
people.
And what does it say about the

Faculty-Student Interaction pro-
gram that a paid student staff
creates most of the events and ap-
proaches professors to act as
hosts? Where is the enthusiasm
on the part of faculty for getting
to know those whom they are
teaching so occasionally?
The hails of McCoy, the

Homewood and the Baltimorean
are cold and foreboding. Yet
still, many prefer to hole up in
their depressing bed-sits rather
than return .to campus for a
meeting or lecture. Roach-ridden
and depressingly dull, these cells
of solitude are preferred to the so-
called amenities of the campus.
How can one choose insulation
over relation unless the ex-

perience is thoroughly repulsive?
What kind of school is it where

the only time the class gets
together is at graduation?
Freshmen used to get a handshake
from President Muller during
their orientation, but the ex-
perience served to fragment
rather than unite. This year
Richardson introduced what is in-
tended to be a new tradition: con-
vocation. The word itself means
a calling together, which is a
move in the right direction.
At a campus where autonomy

is so highly valued, where in-
dividual will determines so much,
what thought is given to a collec-
tive well-being? At times of stress
and concern, perhaps what is
needed is not isolation and
withdrawal, but a sheltering en-
vironment providing succor. The
University does this to some ex-
tent with the programs mention-
ed above, but it needs to do more.
An atmosphere that is less com-
petitive and more concerned with

E-Level Kathy Korbuly
the condition of the human spirit
would be a startling transforma-
tion, but an uplifting one.
Recent events on and off cam-

pus are cause for concern. Peo-
ple find themselves wrestling
with questions about the practical

and philosophical quandaries nag-
ging at their psyches. They must
know—or feel—that Hopkins is a
place where they can find some
sympathy for any conundrum.

Sadly, as the events of the last
few weeks have proven, it is not.

Ego Dico 
Bradley Cohen

Several weeks ago I noticed in
the News-Letter that for the se-
cond year in a row Hopkins had
dropped in that almighty indicator
of academic excellence, the U.S.
News and World Report Annual
Ranking of Universities. Well, I
realize that the Five-Year Plan is
not doing wonderful things for
the quality of undergraduate
education, but are we really fall-
ing down the slippery slope
towards mediocrity?
To help with my search I went

to the Admissions Office; they
are the ones who present the im-
age of Hopkins towards tomor-
row's college students. I expected
to hear that Hopkins is having dif-
ficulty attracting anybody to app-
ly here, yet just the opposite is
true. In fact, the last three years
have all been record years for
numbers of applicants. Even
more surprising, Director of Ad-
missions Richard Fuller told me
this year that his office has receiv-
ed a record number of early deci-
sion applicants, which is as good
an indicator as any for the total
number of applicants that
Hopkins will receive this year.

I have to admit that I left the
place a bit puzzled. After all, if
the general campus consensus is
that President pre-What's-His-
Name built up the flashy parts of
the university at the cost of
undergraduates, why would more
people than ever before want to
come here? I offer several
hypotheses. First, the hype that
the quality of undergraduate
education is at an all-time low is

simply wrong. Arguments can be
made for or against this claim.
Secondly, prospective students
are either not aware of the Five-
Year Plan or do not feel that it
will affect them significantly.
This hypothesis is stronger
because even with the full impact
of the Five Year Plan, Hopkins
is still smaller than Harvard or
Stanford.
A third possibility, and the one

that the Admissions Office would
like you to believe, is that
Hopkins is becoming a trendy
place— a la Duke or
Georgetown. Somehow, I just
cannot accept this one. Since
when has a tremendous workload
and mounds of stress been
popular? Still, numbers do not
lie.
At this point, try to remember

the reasons that you applied here
in the first place. My personal
favorite line is "I applied to
Hopkins as my safety school."
Yeah, right. The number of peo-
ple who actually applied here
because it was their safety school
is probably no higher than the
largest single-digit prime number.
The reasons that we applied

here are the same reasons that
students applied here ten years
ago and continue to be the same
reasons today. Small size,
academic flexibility, and the op-
portunity for independent work
are the main attractions of Johns
Hopkins. Today we may com-
plain about the ills the Five-Year
plan is creating, but those
qualities which attracted us to

Hopkins in the first place still
exist.
So, where does that leave us?

Should one feel alarmed about the
U.S. News ranking or proud that
Hopkins is becoming such a
popular place? After thinking
about it for a while, I would ven-
ture that one should feel glad
about being here. After all, the
quality of the faculty, with the ex-
ception of the French Depart-
ment, remains the same, While
the University's facilities, if
anything, have improved.

If you still remain unconvinc-
ed, think of this. Recently Stan-
ford announced that it was facing
a budget deficit and would also
include faculty layoffs. Thus, the
problems of Hopkins are not uni-
que:. we were just forced to deal
with ours sooner. After years of
go-go growth, universities, like
any other part of the economy,
are going to have to go through

a period of downsizing.
The ultimate effects of this

nation-wide academic downsizing
have yet to be determined.
Hopkins could emerge as a
smaller, more well-balanced
place or it could be more im-
balanced than ever before. In
thinking about the future of
Hopkins, one can only hope that
accolades that have been given to
President Williamson (or was it
Richardson?) are accurate. Other-
wise, Hopkins may end up in the
second most important category
of the U.S. News rankings, the
schools that are "Up and Com-
ers."
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Letters 
BIA Controversy
ter was largely overlooked.
Tau Epsilon Phi accepts this ver-

dict as something which it must en-
dure; however, we hope that what
has transpired here will cause a reex-
amination of the IFC judicial
process.

Eric P. DiIda, Bursar
Kevin M. Quinn, Vice Chancellor

Tau Epsilon Phi Fraternity

To the Editors:
The purposes of this letter are two-

fold. First, I would like to address
the letter to the editor submitted by
Mr. Lisak and the brothers of ATO
[Letters, Nov. 91. Second, I would
like to inform the Hopkins com-
munity about our intramural athletics
program.
Let me begin with flag football.

The play-off schedule was posted on
Thursday, 10/11/90, at the cage in
the athletic center. At that time SAM
had a perfect record of 3-0, and
ATO was 2-0-1. Being seeded se-
cond, SAM was scheduled to play
seventh ranked DU (2-1). ATO was
seeded fourth, so they were sched-
uled to play fifth ranked FIJI (2-1).
ATO had previously been schedul-
ed to play SAM on 10/4/90.
However, the game was mutually
postponed until the following week
on 10/12/90. ATO defeated SAM
and should therefore have been
scheduled to play DU in the first

round of the play-offs seedings, but
DU defeated ATO in the second
round 13-12.
As Mr. Lisak pointed out, the out-

door soccer tournament was run with
incompetence. There were problems
getting people to referee the games,
and the winners in all of the
brackets—dormitories, in-
dependents, and fraternities—were
scheduled to play consecutive
games. After trying to piece together
the weekend's results, the Board is
currently rerunning the tournament.
Only the fraternity results were left
untouched. Giving the past year's
champions byes, if such a need
arises, is a commendable suggestion;
however, none of the results from
last year were kept, and it is difficult
to determine how the teams placed.
The suggestion was used in the
lacrosse tournament this weekend.
At this point. I would like to
apologize for the actions of the
Board member at the soccer tourna-
ment. He acted inappropriately, and
he was reprimanded accordingly that
weekend. If a team fails to show a
full squad within 10 minutes of the
scheduled event, then that team
automatically forfeits that event.
Since it is a BIA by-law, there is no
need to protest. If there are any fur-
ther questions about these by-laws,
please call me at 338-8788 or stop
by Sylvester 106.

From what I have been able to
gather about the indoor soccer, there
were four teams with records which
made them eligible for the play-offs:
SigEp (2-1), DU (2-1), ATO (3-0),
and PhiPsi (1-1). DU should have
played SigEp and ATO should have
played PhiPsi. ATO schould have
contacted Dominick Wiker concer-
ning the actual pairings. If there are
any problems, you must contact the
Board member running the sport. If
you are not satisfied with his/her
response, then you can contact me.
The Board has a responsibility to run
the intramural sports fairly
regardless of any Greek affiliation.
You can also contact our staff
liaison, Mr. John Haus, at the
athletic center.

In the tennis tournament last
weekend, FIJI was improperly ex-
cluded from the rescheduled tourna-
ment. They approached me, and we
worked out an acceptable com-
promise which allowed Bobby Z. to
enter the tournament which was
already in progress.
With regard to new members, the

Board selection process is rather

simple. Most of the people are
selected well before their interviews.
We are looking for people who have
promoted good sportsmanship and
who have been participating regular-
ly. We are especially interested in
those people who have helped us to
referee games. If you apply for the
Board, please think about what you
have to contribute. Can you improve
the BIA? Can you increase
participation?

In conclusion, it would be naive
of me to dry that DU has received
more than its fair share of breaks.
However, most of these problems
have not been as flagrant as Mr.
Lisak suggests, and all of them could
have been resolved. The Board cur-
rently consists of 24 members, less
than half of which are brothers of
Delta Upsilon, and every member
puts in considerable time and effort.
We are arranging the sports tour-
naments for the Hopkins communi-
ty. If you have positive suggestions,
let us know. Everyone is welcome,
and BIA representatives are en-
couraged, to attend the Board
meetings.
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To the Editors:
I am writing this letter in response

to Michael Lisak:s "quasi-gripe"
about how BIA is being run, or more
importantly, how the Delta Upsilon
fraternity is destroying the quality of
life for other Greeks.

In his lambasting of DU, Mr.
Lisak fails to realize that BIA is not
synonymous with our fraternity. As
an organization, we actively en-
courage our members to involve
themselves in a diverse selection of
campus activities. The fact that
various DU brothers serve on BIA
is simply indicative of the type of
man our fraternity attracts. Their ac-
tions on behalf of BIA in no way
reflect or represent the general will
of our chapter.
The executive board of DU found

Lisak's reference to a "private DU
party" at CVP disturbing. We are
in the process of issuing a reprimand
to all brothers involved for not in-
viting the rest of us. As president,
I believe I would know about such
a DU party, but to my knowledge,
none existed.
As for any complaints about the

BIA Notes, I suggest Mr. Lisak
direct his attention to the author and
not our fraternity. Does he think we
hole ourselves up in a room with a
typewriter attempting to upset him
and his poor, slighted fraternity? The
answer to this: not. One man does
not a fraternity make, Mr. Lisak,
and you should know that.
As for Lisak's remark about our

BIA foes, the Sigma Alpha Mu
fraternity specifically, he should
know something. The SAM frater-
nity is always a formidable opponent
and, better yet, they don't whine a
lot when bested.

Lisak's closing remark about sen-
ding his letter to all other fraternities
is shrouded in mystery. How could
it be that the object of his complaint
did not even receive his letter? If he
was so confident in his accusations,
Lisak should have informed us of his
intentions to provide a coinciding
rebuttal to his ridiculous letter.

Dennis T. Hoban, President
Delta Upsilon Fraternity
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Attention Premeds

Alpha Epsilon Delta
International Pre-Medical Honor Society

Fall Speaker Series

Monday, November 19
David Fimon, Hopkins Graduate at Washington University in St. Louis discusses
MD/PhD programs.

Monday, November 26
Dr. Milton Foxwell, Dean University of Maryland School of Medicine Admissions

discusses process of applying and getting into medical schools.

All events are at 6:00pm in Remsen 101.
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Arts 
Stallone' s Latest: Raging Bore
The 'Italian Stallion' Falls Lame in Latest Rocky Film
by Mark Friedman

Early in John Avildsen's occa-
sionally interesting but mostly
awful Rocky V, aging fighter
Rocky Balboa (Sylvester
Stallone) utters one of the most
astounding lines of dialogue in re-
cent memory: grabbing his insuf-
ferably mousy wife Adrian (Talia
Shire) around her waist, he
whispers, "Maybe I'll take you
upstairs and violate you like a
parking meter."
Uh-oh.
Compared to the other Rockys,

Rocky V falls somewhere between
Rocky II and Rocky III in quali-
ty. It's far better than Rocky IV,
which was two fights and seven-
ty minutes of MTV—music/train-
ing/video—and one of the worst
films of the 1980s.
But it's no Rocky, and it begs

the comparison. Incredibly, the
original won an Academy award
in 1976 for Best Picture, its com-
bination of tender romance and
thrilling fight scenes a memorable
one. Stallone directed the three in
between, and reuniting with
original director Avildsen here,
perhaps now he can put this tired
fighter to rest.

In case we've forgotten, Rocky
V opens with Rocky flattening
that nasty Soviet Drago from
Rocky IV. As Rocky towels off
afterwards, hands shaking uncon-
trollably, he realizes that he's
probably taken one punch too
many, at least. Returning to
America, Adrian claims to the
press that his health is better than
ever, but Balboa is clearly as
dumb as a stick.
A visit to the neurologist con-

firms brain damage (Rocky, brain
damaged? This is news?), and the
once proud boxer is forced into
retirement. Even worse, a bad
business decision by his brother-
in-law Paulie (Burt Young)

bankrupts the Balboas, and they
move back to their roots, a dum-
py rowhouse in the old
Philadelphia neighborhood.
While his young son Rocky Jr.

(Sage Stallone) takes a daily
beating on the playground, Rocky
revels in their newfound squalor.
Much like Frosty the Snowman,
old habits return as Rocky places
his dusty 1970s derby hat on his
head. The incessant palooka chat-
ter, the angling, jivin' body
movements, even the boxing-is-
life metaphors: "We haven't
heard the final bell yet," Rocky
says at one point, with Reaganes-
que optimism.
The temptation is fight again is

great, but Rocky wavers. Depen-
ding on your perspective, he's
either too intelligent to too stupid
to risk his health for the multi-
million dollar payoff. Mean-
while, bulky Oklahoman Tommy
"Machine" Gunn (Tommy Mor-
rison) begs for Balboa to train
him. Before you can say, "I
wonder who Rocky's going to
fight in the finale," he accepts.

Stallone has written all the
Rocky films, and he makes a no-
ble if shameless effort in Rocky
V to imitate the streetwise mood
and underdog cornbread plot of
the original. But the results are
mostly disastrous and ought to
sufficiently discourage any fur-
ther attempts. If Rocky telegraph-
ed his punches the way screen-
writer Stallone does, he would
never have won a fight.

It's unfortunate in a way that
Stallone's script is such a mess.
Clearly the elements of a good
story are there, if he'd bothered
to develop them. Great boxing
films, such as Martin Scorsese's
Raging Bull and Ralph Nelson's
Requiem for a Heavyweight, are
at their best when they confront
the internal anguish and drift of
the boxer ovec the,hill. By mak-

Theatre Hopkins'
Heartbreak House
by Carlos Hamill

George Bernard Shaw
repeatedly claimed that the tragic
comedy Heartbreak House was
his greatest play, the epitome of
his social criticism. Bernard
Shaw found himself "heart-
broken" over the hedonistic
culture and lack of social cons-
cience that prevailed in England
during the early 1900s. In Heart-
break House, he presents a group
of characters who, in their quest
for happiness, end up hurting
themselves.
The play, which opened this

past weekend at Theatre Hopkins
(at The Barn), takes place inside
a house in Sussex, England. Ellie
Dunn (Laura Gifford), a young
woman who worships her father,
is engaged to marry her father's
fifty year-old colleague, the rich
Mr. Morgan. At first she believes
she is marrying Mr. Morgan out
of gratitude for what he has done
for her father. After suffering
from a shocking heartbreak,
however, she decides she really
wants to marry him just for his
money.
The house in Sussex belongs to

a retired seaman, Captain
Shotover (J.R. Lyston), the only
socially conscious character in the
play. He sells his strange military
inventions in order to provide for
his daughter Hesione and her hus-
band Hector. Shotover is the
representation of Shaw's hopes
and ideals and speaks the
playwright's own opinions. His
apparent madness makes him
very funny.
Soon after Miss Dunn arrives

at the house in Sussex, the Cap-
tain's second daughter, Ariadne
(Patricia Coleman), enters the
stage. She is an attractive, pedan-
tic woman who left Shotover's
home when young to marry a col-
onial governor. She returns
twenty-three years later, looking
for a heart-breaking reunion with
her lainil) . file reunion becomes

heart-breaking for the Captain but
not for Ariadne, who only feels
contempt for her family's lack of
sophistication.
Miss Dunn is in Shotover's

house at the request of her friend
Hesione Hushabye (Cherie
Weinert). When Hesione hears of
Ellie's engagement, she is total-
ly shocked, believing that Ellie
does not really want to marry
Mangan. Because Hesione lives
only for pleasure and enjoyment,
she tries to convince Ellie to do
the same and not marry. In their
conversation, Ellie discovers that
the man she really loves,
Darnley, is none other than Hec-
tor, Hesione's husband.

Hesione also invites Ellie's
father, the unassuming Mazzini
Dunn (Donald Hart), to the house
because she wants to convince
him not to force Ellie to marry
Mangan. Mr. Mangan, unlike
Mr. Dunn, is a man with a strong
personality, infatuated with He-
sione, and suffering from a heart-
break because of her.
Hector Hushabye (Graham

Yearly) is a Don Juan, the hand-
some liar that women often find
alluring. Although he has a great
deal of intellectual potential, he
is reduced to being little more
than Hesione's toy.
The last character to appear is

Ariadne's brother-in-law, Randall
Utterwood (Graham Yearly), a
pathetic creature with a perma-
nent heartbreak, whose only pur-
pose is to amuse Ariadne.
The relations between these

colorful characters are complex
and add philosophical
significance to the play. It is an
amusing, funny, and powerful
play with a strong socio-political
message, and, overall, Theatre
Hopkins' production of Heart-
break House is a good one. The
theatre is small enough, the
characters well developed and
masterfully played, and the action
sufficiently intense to drive the
audience into it.

ing Rocky such a punch-drunk
dullard, Stallone makes such in-
sight awkward and secondary, if
not impossible.

In one scene, Balboa watches
Gunn fight for the heavyweight
title on television. He barks at the
screen, yelling directions at his
young protege, at the same time
hitting a punching bag himself,
reliving his own most glorious
victories. It's the film's most ef-
fectively depressing moment, for
what it is.
But whenever Rocky V

threatens to become interesting,
Stallone runs out of ideas. He
falls baack on the most hackneyed
moments of the previous rocky
films: Adrian's scowl, Paulie's
antics, that damn flight of stairs.
Even Rocky's dead trainer
Mickey (Burgess Meredith) rises
from the ashes in a flashback

scene.
And when Stallone's script

says, "Tommy Gunn fight mon-
tage with blaring rap music,"
how can director Avildsen
possibly salvage things? Along
with director of photography
Steven Poster, he does his best.
At times the film's depiction of
the grimy Philadelphia streets is
so close to Rocky that it seems to
rub off on the characters by sheer
visual association.

Stallone's decision to place the
climactic fight outside a local bar,
instead of in the boxing ring, is
a wise one. But the other pieces
don't fall into place. In an effort
to borrow from the mythic past,
Stallone's pickings are slim. The
Rocky Balboa legend was cor-
rupted films ago, and the
nostalgia in Rocky V offers little
consolation.

Sylvester Stallone returns for a fifth appearance as Rocky Balboa, this
time accompanied by son Sage Stallone, in Rocky V.

R.E.M., Zevon Unite As Hindu
Love Gods; Dirty Dozen Swings
Hindu Love Gods
(Giant/Reprise)
Traveling Wilburys—Volume 3
(Wilbury./Warner Bros.)

It's generally accepted that the
supergroup idea died in 1969 with
Blind Faith. Ever since that Eric
Clapton-Steve Winwood axis
misstepped by taking itself too
seriously without its members
ever getting to know each other
properly, stars have been a bit
wary of entering into mass col-
laborations that can't possibly live
up to their advance buildup.
These days, supergroups have

taken the opportunity of dream-
band juxtapositions not to pro-
duce exponentially hypercreative
outbursts but instead to enjoy the
possibilities of exceptional jam
sessions and fun, offhand
songwriting, or to just play
covers and have a good time.
Both the Hindu Love Gods, com-
posed of Warren Zevon and three
guys from R.E.M., and the by-
now-familiar Traveling Wilburys
hide behind anonymity to allow
themselves the capability to create
without pretension, or, more im-
portantly, grand expectation.
The Hindu Love Gods were

born in 1984 when Zevon record-
ed some demos with guitarist
Peter Buck, basist Mike Mills,
and drummer Bill Berry of
R.E.M. in Athens, Georgia. Two
tracks were released as a single
in 1986, and the Love Gods
reunited in Los Angeles for a one-
day studio party a year later.
Although the completed tracks
weren't intended for release, the
ten covers on the eponymous
album are certainly worthy of
public acknowledgment.
Everything on Hindu Love

Gods is a first take from that ses-
sion, and essentially all the tracks
were recorded with Zevon's sing-
ing done live. The spontaneous
nature of the recordings is pretty
evident, as the band is heard talk-
ing and laughing between
tracks—something you'd be hard-
pressed to find on, say, an
R. E. M . record.
Which is part of what makes

the Love Gods so endearing, as
the three R.E.M. bandmates are
momentarily freed from the con-
straints of making 'serious'
records. (R.E.M. fans will no
doubt recall their comic B-sides,
collected on 1987's Dead Letter
Office, which allowed them the
same opportunity to sound off and
have a good time while enjoying
the luxury of the studio.)
Zevon's presence as the

group's catalyst is what makes
Hindu Love Gods come together,
though. As he, conversely, en-
joys the luxury of a tight, jamm-
ing backing band, his tense
baritone voice gives the covers
character as he leads the gods
through diverse styles rangingi
from Robert Johnson's "Walkin'
Blues" and "Travelin' Riverside
Blues" to Prince's "Raspberry
Beret" and the Georgia Satellites'
"Battleship Chains," hitting
Muddy Waters, Willie Dixon,
and Woody Guthrie along the
way.
"Raspberry Beret" is the ins-

tant standout, as the guitars of
Buck and Zevon lock in on Who-
ish power chords rife with buzz-
ing feedback crunch, all on a
familiar tune—a real knockout.
But on the several blues attempts
included on the album, the Love
Gods turn out to be a tight unit
whose jams remain terse despite
the lack of prior rehearsal. Oc-
casional goofs are to be tolerated
in a first-take situation, and they
actually add to the mood more
than they detract from the mo-
ment. Among those tracks, the
best are "Mannish Boy," full of
crackling blues-rock menace, and
the two Robert Johnson tracks,
which are fully realized rock ar-
rangements of spare bottleneck-
guitar classics.

In addition, a gloriously messy
take on Johnny Horton's "I'm A
One Woman Man" finds Zevon
awkwardly switching vocal oc-
taves over an acoustic accompani-
ment absent of percussion. Mean-
while, you can see the band smil-
ing as they play "Battleship
Chains," undoubtedly a song
they've got a weakness for. (The

choice of covers is almost as in-
teresting as the tunes
themselves—just imagine what
was going through their minds
that day as they selected Prince
and the Georgia Satellites to go
along with several great
bluesmen.)
By contrast, the Traveling

Wilburys album turns out to be
something different altogether.
There isn't any jamming on
Volume 3 (by the way, there was

false starts, countoffs, and chat-
ter, but it's just a bit too contriv-
ed to work. Too bad, because it's
pretty rare that talent like this gets
together (with or without the late
Roy Orbison, who appeared on
Volume One). There's no place
for the overbearing "She's My
Baby" or the useless Lynne track
"New Blue Moon" on an album
made for laughs, with people like
this involved.
Both Volume 3 and Hindu Love

Both the Hindu Love Gods and the
Traveling Wilburys hide behind
anonymity to allow themselves the

capability to create without
pretension, or more importantly,

grand expectation.

no Volume 2); instead, the four-
some trades off lead vocals on
songs that probably would have
been B-sides on their solo
records. Where the first record
was more a curiosity than a par-
ticularly enjoyable album, the se-
cond winds up dull and familiar,
and unfortunately bathed in the
same bombastic production that
characterized Volume 1, Tom
Petty's Full Moon Fever, George
Harrison's Cloud Nine, and Jeff
Lynne's unspeakably weak Arm-
chair Theatre. (Lynne is ap-
parently the culprit in this case,
having set the trend with the 1987
Harrison album.)
The essential thrill that made

the first Wilburys record tolerable
is mostly absent from their se-
cond effort, making it
uninteresting and pretty useless.
It was certainly far more fun to
make than it is to listen to, and
the glimpses of daylight for the
listener are few and far between:
Harrison's sitar on "The Devil's
Been Busy" is a more subtle nod
to the past than his own "When
We Was Fab," and Petty's sly
vocal on "Cool Dry Place" war-
rants a grin or two. But the fail-
ed "Wilbury Twist" (accom-
panied by a fairly extensive
graphic on the insert) crosses the
line between silliness and outright
stupidity as it parodies the self-
referencing dance-craze records
of the Fifties.
"Where Were You Last

Night" finds Dylan trading off
vocals with Harrison over some
classic rhymes ("Where were
you last week?/Were you up. . .
a. . .creek?—), and the former's
missed harmonies on "7 Deadly
Sins" are sort of endearing. But
only "Poor House," a Petty
raveup with an unmistakable Har-
rison wah-wah guitar lead, and
"7 Deadly Sins" have any rough
edges, the kind that make records
like this fun. Volume 3 is too
polished for the mood—it seems
like it ought to be brimming with

Gods treat the supergroup as a
means of having fun rather than
multiplicative creativity. But
where the Wilburys lack the
essential excitement of a master
jam session, the Love Gods rely
on nothing more than energy as
their covers take on first-take ap-
peal. But either way, it could be
worse. It could be Blind Faith.

—Paul Bonanos

Dirty Dozen Brass Band—The
New Orleans Album Columbia

The jury is still out on the Dir-
ty Dozen Brass Band. Some
critics are quick to say that they
are the most inventive thing to
happen to jazT since bebop, but
others seem to think that they are
nothing more than a nightmarish
lounge band. Either way, no one
can disagree that the band churns
out nonchalant, infectious
grooves that are a lot of fun to
listen to.
Less commercially calculated

than their 1988 debut (which
featured Dizzy Gillespie and
Branford Marsalis as guest ar-
tists), The New Orleans Album
features a program mostly of
originals, as well as a few classic
R&B tunes and an arrangement
of a Cannonball Adderley song
that definitely brings out the
flavor of the New Orleans
experience.

In doing so, they brought along
three Crescent City veterans—
pianist Eddie Bo, vocalist/
trumpeter Dave Bartholemew,
and 86-year-old legend Danny
Barker (of Preservation Hall
fame). The band eschews 2
"modern" rhythm section, op-
ting instead for a percussion sec-
tion much like the ones employed
by the early marching/dixieland
bands, and a sousapl.one.
This is not to say that the band

doesn't swing, however. Kirk
Joseph gets my vote as the coolest

Warren Zevon (far right) joins the R.E.M. rhythm section (left to right:
Peter Buck, Bill Berry, Mike Mills) on Hindu Love Gods, a collection
of covers ranging from Prince to Robert Johnson.
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Hughes' Home
by Mark Friedman

Home Alone is the kind of
movie that makes multiplexes
seem like a good idea. Directed
by Chris Columbus, under the
watchful eye of gentle comedy
meister John Hughes it's a film
you take your kid brother to—
and then go see something else.
Tyke du jour Macauley Culkin

stars as Kevin, an eight-year-old
enfant terrible who's causing
nothing but trouble on the night
before his extended family leaves
for a Christmas vacation to Paris.
His mother (Catherine O'Hara)
finally locks him in the attic
(don't worry, it's nicely furnish-
ed) and Kevin falls asleep wishing
that his family would just
disappear.
Guess what? The family

oversleeps the next morning, and
in the rush to the airport they
leave Kevin behind. Not realiz-
ing their mistake until the 747
hovers over the Atlantic, Kevin
is left with several days to
himself, which he spends looking
through his sibling's stuff, eating
junk food, and ogling for the
camera in an allegedly endearing
way.
There actually is a plot in Home

Alone, as Kevin must foil dim-
witted robbers, played by Daniel
Stern and a slumming Joe Pesci.
But this is little more than a foil
for Culkin's antics—Home Alone
was written about him—and in a
film with a record number of pro-
duct placements, his oversized

head is the biggest one of all.
Written by Hughes, Home

Alone shows some comic
creativity, but he's forcing the
pieces to fall into place. Part of
the problem is Culkin, who may
be eight-years-old but mainly acts
with the ability of someone half
his age. Hughes burdens Kevin
with a ton of dialogue in the open-
ing moments of the film, and you
can literally see Culkin's
shoulders sag under the weight.

Culkin played the droll nephew
in Hughes' Uncle Buck, but ac-
cording to Hughes, this is the first
time he's scripted an entire movie
for a youngster since Molly
Ringwald days. Obviously we're
not expecting Doctor Zhivago,
but when a film's culminating se-
quence seems cribbed from a bad
Tom and Jerry cartoon, things
truly have sunk to a net low.
Hughes seems determined to

give simple-mindedness a bad
name. Like a cold sore, he
periodically appears with his
Chicago-style feel-good brand of
cinema. The other actors move in
and out, smilling, yelling, falling
down stairs—Hughes' own stable
of bland, genetically waspy per-
formers. Even a cameo by John
Candy as a well-intenioned polka
player doesn't help.
In fact, Home Alone is filled

with good intentions. But it
should have been called Planes,
Trains, Automobiles, Uncle Buck,
and Ferris Bueller's Christmas
Vacation. At least then there'd be
something memorable about it.

FILM 1 An egregious omission last week
was the opening of the Orpheum
Cinema (1724 Thames St.,
732-4614) in Fells Point. This small
revival house was founded by
Charles defector George Figgs, who
plans to feature mainly foreign art
pictures, but will cover the entire
spectrum of film history. The theme
of this weekend's double feature is
hypnotic women. Svengali (1931,
dir. Archie Mayo; 7:30 and 11:30),
stars John Barrymore as an artist
whose obsession with a young girl
makes her a star. At 9:30 is one of
G.W. Pabst's last silent films, Pan-
dora's Box (1929), which features
the seductive Louise Brooks as a
wallflower who marries a newspaper
editor.
On campus: Continuing the

military theme in these jingoistic
times, Weekend Wonderflix is
screening The Hunt For Red Oc-
tober (Friday and Saturday at 8 and
10:15 in Shriver). Starring Sean
Connery and Alec Baldwin, the story
is adapted from Tom Clancy's best-
seller. Providing an alternative is the
Senior Class film Series, with Slava
Tsukerman's 1983 low-budget punk
science fiction tale Liquid Sky (Fri.
& Sat., 8 and 10:15, Shaffer 3), star-
ring Anne Carlisle as a lesbian ar-
tist (she also plays a gay male model)
whose apartment is visited by a
UFO. Reel World threads the 1950
version of Tennessee Williams' The
Glass Menagerie (Sun. at 7 and 9
in Shriver) through the projectors.
Kirk Douglas, Jane Wyman, and
Gertrude Lawrence are the draws for
this tepid adaptation.
Admission to each of the above is

$2 for students, $3 general.
The Academy Award-winner To

Kill A Mockingbird (1962, dir.
Robert Mulligan), is showing as a
part of the Shrine Film Festival
tonight only. Gregory Peck plays a
southern lawyer defending a black
man (Brock Phillips) accused of
rape. With Robert Duvall (in his film
debut), Alice Ghostley, and William
Windom. Peck and screenwriter
Horton Foote both received Oscars
for their roles. The screening is at
8 p.m. in the Lower Chapel of the
Shrine of the Little Flower, 3500 Bel
Air Road, 483-1700. Admission $3.
The Walters Art Gallery (600 N.

Charles—only a shuttle away;
547-9000, x237) wraps up its Orson
Welles mini-retrospective with what
is perhaps the best film ever made.
Citizen Kane (1941) is a master-
piece in a number of respects, in-
cluding sound, cinematography,
editing and structure. The rise and
fall of the life of Charles Foster Kane
(modeled after newspaper magnate
William Randolph Hearst) has
become an idol for film students
everywhere. But Welles didn't
operate in a vacuum. Scriptwriter
Herman Mankiewicz, photographer
Gregg Tolund, and musical director
Bernard Herrmann were crucial to
making the film, which was a finan-
cial disaster, into an artistic triumph.
$3 for students.
The Charles (1711 N. Charles St., .

727-F11,M) raises the curtain on

Latest Morrissey
Album A Drag

Continued from page 9
sousaphone player ever—check
out his stop-time breaks on
"That's How You Got Killed
Before," or his hip lines on
"Snowball." Chief composer
Gregory Davis serves as the
band's catalyst and handles the
lead trumpet duties well—he can
evoke Louis Armstrong one
minute and Miles Davis the next.
Roger Lewis shows that he can
play baritone saxophone in just
about any context, from dixieland
lines to his "outside" extended
solo on the Davis original "Han-
nibal." The other horn players do
yeoman work as well.
The guest artists get their

chance to shine, too. Barker
reprises his classic blues "Don't
You Feel My Leg," sounding
relaxed and full of humor. Bar-
tholomew contributes an original,
"The Monkey Speaks His
Mind," and Bo is highlighted on
Davis' tribute, "Song For
Bobe. ' ' Another guest artist, the
ever-eclectic pop singer Elvis
Costello, sounds right at home as
he wails on "That's How You
Got Killed Before."
The most instantly striking

thing about this group of musi-
cians is how much fun they are
having. The lyrics are light-
hearted and humorous, but the
music is serious. This album isn't
about phenomenal solos or
brilliant flights of notes—it's

about clapping your hands and
tapping your feet. It warrants
repeated listenings just for the
sousaphone and Costello's blues
outing. This is one band that
knows how to have a brass-
kicking good time.

—Chris Kelley

Morrissey—Bona Drag
(Sire/Reprise)

It used to be that Smiths albums
were a required tool for crying in
your Evian. These days, Mor-
rissey's solo material is cause for
just crying. With Bona Drag, the
Great White Celibate Vegetarian
Nipple-Exposing Hope of the
Eighties has taken a serious turn
for the worse.

In the great Smiths tradition,
Bona Drag isn't actually an
album but rather a collection of
several singles released over the
past couple of years. The mostly
vapid Viva Hate, Morrissey's
first solo record after the splinter-
ing of the Smiths, was a sign of
things to come: with total creative
control and Johnny Marr's sub-
tle guitar orchestras gone, Mor-
rissey was free to roam into the
depths of self-absorption un-
checked. The subsequent singles
plunged even further into Mor-
rissey's personal homo-celibate
hell, and dwindling popularity in
singles in the U.S. record-buying
market has finally warranted a

Melancholies

long-playing collection.
Diehards of the Big M will un-

doubtedly recall "The Last Of
The Famous International
Playboys" and "Interesting
Drug," the first two of Mor-
rissey's bumper crop of four-
dollar twelve-inch singles, but by
the time "Ouija Board, Ouija
Board" and "November Spawn-
ed A Monster" arrived, even his
biggest fans might have lost in-
terest due to the lack of an LP.
So at least Bona Drag serves its
commercial purpose adequately,
respectfully adding some B-sides
and obvious filler.
But this collection seems to

serve only that commercial pur-
pose well, as most of the singles
turn out to be staggeringly self-
indulgent dross. Only "In-
teresting Drug" and "Piccadilly
Palare" rate, as their occasionally
snotty lyrics are offset by boun-
cy pop tracks that are lightweight

Arts Calendar
another double feature on Thursday,
bringing back two recent successes,
Trop Belle Pour Toi (Too Beautiful
For You; 1990, dir. Bertrand Blier;
7:30 p.m.), about a businessman
(Gerard Depardieu) who spurns his
stunning wife (Carole Bouquet—
from the Chanel ads) 'for his frum-
py secretary; and Norman Rene's
Longtime Companion (1990; 9:30
p.m.), the summer hit from actor-
turned-playwright-turned-screen-
writer Craig Lucas, whose Prelude
To A Kiss has drawn extreme praise
on Broadway. Lucas's first film is
shakier, a pleasant whitebread story
of gay men and AIDS.
Over the weekend is another

chance to see Depardieu, this time
in Camille Claudel (1989, dir.
Bruno Nuytten), alongside Isabel
Adjani, who plays the sculptress
often remembered as Rodin's assis-
tant and mistress. Nuytten also ex-
amines Camille's relationship with
her family, particularly Catholic
writer Paul Claude!, whose ardent
faith is almost dehumanizing. Adjani
received an Oscar nomination for
her role. Saturday at 5 and 8, Sun-
day at 2, 5, and 8.
Monday is a veritable feast, as the

Charles presents a Peter Greenaway
double bill. For an appetizer, at
7:15, The Belly Of An Architect
(1987) stars Brian Dennehy as
Kracklite, an American architect
who is realizing his own mortality
while in Rome organizing a tribute
to his idol, 18th century architect
Etienne-Louis Boulee. Beautiful as
always, with a score by Wim
Mertens. Then at 9:35, The Cook,
The Thief, His Wife, and Her
Lover is served up. Greenaway,
whose films are always controver-
sial, whether involving the detach-
ment in the quest for knowledge or
the taboo of cannibalism, is a master
allusionist. CTWL draws on Jaco-
bean revenge plays, Swift, Rabelais,
and paintings to create his tableaux.
The result is stunning, accompanied
by another Michael Nyman score.
This is worth the effort, but don't
fret if you miss it, since it will play
on campus the weekend of
November 30.
Two documentaries make up the

program for Tuesday and Wednes-
day. The first, My Dinner With
Abbie, (dir. Nancy Cohen; 7 and 10
p.m.), has Abbie Hoffman talking
about his life. The second,
Hollywood Mavericks (1990; 8:15
p.m.) was produced by the
American Film Institute, combining
interview footage and film clips, to
show how various directors, in-
cluding Erich von Stroheim, Martin
Scorsese, Paul Schrader, David
Lynch and others have struggled to
retain their vision inside a commer-
cial industry.
Thursday brings the sentimental

Oscar winner Cinema Paradiso at
7, and Akira Kurosawa's oneiric
Dreams at 9:30. These run through
Monday, so more next week.

THEATER
Right here on campus is the fourth

annual presentation of the improvisa-
tional audience participation show
Throat Culture, which has the
potential to he a collection of elo-
quent voices decrying, with humor,
the sorry state of undergrduate life
here at Hopkins. The troupe has
played to packed houses in the past,
and should continue to do so. Sup-
port the Barnstormers, treat
yourself, spend the $2 on the ticket,
and laugh, and cry while asking
yourself why there are no members
of the faculty or administration pre-
sent to see what's on student minds.
This Hopkins-specific satire wraps
up this weekend, so catch it when
you can. Times are Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Arellano theater. Call 243-3405 for
information.

Also on campus is the Theater
Hopkins production of Shaw's
apocalyptic allegory Heartbreak
House. Fri. and Sat. at 8:30, Sun.
at 2:15, to Dec. 9. Tickets are $7.
Running on weekends until

November 25 is the Arena Players
(801 McCulloh St., 728-6500) pro-
duction of Killingsworth, a
mystery-drama by Eugene Lee. Per-
formances are Friday at 8:30, Satur-
day and Sunday at 7:30. Tickets are
$10.
The Vagabond Players (806 S.

Broadway, 563-9135) continue their
diamond jubilee season with Jac-
ques Brel is Alive and Well and
Living in Paris, a musical revue by
(who else?) Jacques Brel, Eric Blau
and Mort Shuman. Performances are
Fridays and Saturdays at 8:30, Sun-
days at 2 and 7:30. Tickets are $6-7
for students. Until Dec. 9.

Lanford Wilson's Burn This,
which starred John Malkovich on
Broadway and in the West End,
opened locally at the Fell's Point
Corner Theater (251 S. Ann St.,
276-7837 & 466-8341) and con-
tinues tonight at 8:30. Playing
Fridays and Saturdays (and occa-
sionally Sundays at 2 & 7), Wilson's
drama is an engaging soap opera, but
not deep. $6 for students.
The Theatre Project (45 W.

Preston Street, 752-8558) in col-
laboration with Seven Stages theater
company from Atlanta, presents
Dead Marilyn, a one-man,
multimedia rock opera. Not for the
kiddies, this is about Marilyn
Monroe's return from the grave.
This could be one of the Theatre
Project's most outrageous produc-
tions. 8 p.m. Fri.-Sun., Nov. 23 and
24 at 9 & 11 p.m., and Nov. 25 at
8 p.m. $10-16, discounts available
for students and artists.
At Arena Stage (6th St. & Maine

Ave. SW, Washington, DC,
202-488-3300) in the Krieger
auditorium, is Viktor Slavkin's
Cerceau. This drama about a group
of middle-aged Russians who spend
a weekend retreating to the
country—reminiscent of Bergman's

Smiles of a Summer Night—
continues until December 2. In the
main Arena, Thornton Wilder's
classic pantomime drama about
American life opened yesterday, and
continues until Dec. 30. Perfor-
mances at 7:30 Tue.-Wed., 8 p.m.
Thurs.-Fri., 2:30 & 8 Sat., 2 p.m.
and 7:30 Sunday. Tickets run $17-32
per show.
At the Mechanic (Hopkins Plaza,

625-1400) Cathy Rigby is flying her
way through Peter Pan until
November 25. Performances are
Friday at 8, Saturday at 2 & 8, and
Sunday at 3 p.m.. Tickets are not
clvnp, but student rush prices are
available just before each show.
The Center Stage (700 N. Calvert

St., 332-0033) production of Willa
Cather's 0 Pioneers!, adapted as a
musical by Darrah Cloud and Kim
Sherman, opened yesterday and con-
tinues until December 23. Half-price
tickets ($4-14) available to students
on the day of performance. Times
are 8 p.m. Tue.-Sat., 7:30 Sun., 1
p.m. Wed., 2 p.m. Sat.-Sun.
The Maryland Stage Company

(UMBC Theater, Catonsville,
455-2246) is finishing its Tribute to
Samuel Beckett, this weekend.
Three short plays, Not I, Ohio Im-
promptu, and Rockaby, directed by
Xerxes Mehta, constitute the pro-
gram. Curtain time is 8 p.m. Fri.-
Sun. Tickets are $4 for students.

In Washington, Studio Theatre
(1333 P Street NW, 332-3300) has
two shows closing on Sunday; In
Perpetuity Throughout the
Universe by Eric Overmyer; and
The Puppetmaster of Lodz by
Gilles Segal. 8 p.m. Wed.-Sun., plus
2 p.m. Sun. Tickets range from
$14.50-22.50 each, but call for
special student rates. On Studio's
secondstage is Eric Bogosian's
Drinking in America, which runs
until Dec. 2, at 8:30 Thur.-Sun. $10.
Ken Ludwig's comedy Lend Me

a Tenor, which ran a year or two
ago at the Mechanic, is now at the
Eisenhower Theater of the Kennedy
Center (New Hampshire Ave. at
Rock Creek Pkwy. NW,
800-444-1324) until December 1.
Children With Stones is playing

at the Source Theatre (1835 14th St.,
NW, 202-462-1073). 8 p.m. Wed.-
Sat., 3 p.m. Sun. Tickets run from
$15-17.
And for all those fans of the Hor-

ror, who trek out to Marley Station
or Golden Ring, here's a chance to
see—live, on stage—The Rocky
Horror Show, at the Woolly Mam-
moth Theatre Company (1401
Church St. NW, 202-393-3939)-
This musical by Richard O'Brien has
attained cult status since it premiered
at the Royal Court Theatre in South
West London years ago. It has
spawned a film (starring Susan
Sarandon and Tim Curry, among
others), several soundtracks, a stag-
gering number of amatet:r produc-
tions, often performed simultaneous-
ly with the movie. Now there's a full

but catchy and strong. "Last Of
The Famous International
Playboys" gets progressively less
tolerable with each listen, until
Morrissey's bleats ultimately
warrant a barf bag. "Ouija
Board," which labels carnivorous
humans as "destructors," finds
Morrissey whining, "I still do
feel so horribly lonely," after all
these years. Oh well. It's also
fairly obvious which tracks are
the B-sides, though they
sometimes outdistance the A-
sides for quality.
Morrissey was pretty in-

teresting in 1984 when the first
Smiths album appeared, but he's
become so absorbed in his self-
torturing obsessions that his fin-
dings are irrelevant and useless.
Avoid this album as you-know-
who would avoid a cheeseburger.

—Paul Bonanos

scale revival in London at the
Picadilly, but if that's too far to go,
maybe Washington will do. The
Horror continues until December 2,
8 p.m. Wed.-Sat., 7:30 Sun., 3 p.m.
some Sun., 11:30 p.m. some Fri.-
Sat. Tickets are $17.50-21.50, but
discounts are available for students
and groups.
The Spotlighters (817 St. Paul,

752-1225) continue their production
of William Inge's drama Natural
Affection. Performances are Fri.-
Sat. at 8:30, 2:30 on Sun. $6 for
students.

Finally, the Fine Arts Committee
of the HOP has made available
tickets to David Henry Hwang's
Tony Award-winning play M. But-
terfly (not to be confused with Puc-
cini's opera, although the play uses
that in its structure) for the
December 7th performance. Call Jay
at 366-2066 or Yory at 235-6219 for
details.

GALLERIES
The BAUhouse (1713 N.

Charles, 659-5520, 3-6 p.m.
Tue.-Fri.)
To Nov. 23: Emerging Artists'
Multimedia Survey
Maryland Art Place (218 W.

Saratoga St., 962-8565, 11-5
Tue.-Sat.)
To Dec. 22: Back From the Future:
Maryland Artists 1950-1980s, an ex-
hibit by 30 artists who have lived and
worked in Maryland since the 1950s.
Maryland Historical Society

(201 W. Monument St., 685-3750,
10-5 Tue.-Sat., 1-5 Sun., admission
$2.50, free on Wed.)
To Nov. 11: Maryland Ceramics
To Jan. 27: Maryland: First Catholic
Colony
Maryland Institute/College of

Art (1300 W. Mt. Royal, 669-9200;
10-5 Mon.-Sat.; to 9 p.m. Thur.,
Fri.; 12-5 Sat.)
To Nov. 11: Faculty Exhibition
(Decker Gallery)
To Nov. 18: Keisho Art Association
Exhibition (Thesis Gallery)
Baltimore Museum of Art

(396-7100 & 396-7101; 10 a.m.-4
p.m. Tue.-Fri., to 7 p.m. Thur.,
11-6 Sat./Sun.)
To Dec. 30: Chagall's Exodus
To Jan. 20: A Shared Tradition:
Native North American Beadwork
To Jan. 13: Ndebele Beadwork
Nov. 3-Dec. 30: Treasures of the
Jewish Museum
819 Gallery (819 S. Broadway,

732-4488, 12-5 Tue., Wed., Sat.,
Sun., 2-5 Thurs. and Fri.)
Nov. 3-Dec. 21: Annual Holiday
Season Exhibit: Group Show of
Selected Pottery for the Gift-Giving
Season
Meredith Gallery (805 N.

Charles, 837-3575, 10-4 Tue.-Fri.,
11-4 Sat.)
To Nov. 22: Pull Up a Chair, Have
a Seat, chair designs by area and na-
tionally recognized artists.
G.H. Dalsheimer Gallery (366

N. Charles, 737-0866, 10-5

Tue.-Sat.)
To Nov. 17: Leslie Machinist
C. Grimaldis Gallery (523 N.

Charles, 539-1080, 10-5 Tue.-Sat.)
To Dec. 1: Grace Hartigan: New
Paintings and Works on Paper

Katzenstein Galery at Scarlett
Place (729 E. Pratt St., 727-0748,
9-1 Fri., 10-2 Sat., 1-5 Sun.)
To Nov. 30: M. Richard Kirstel:
Erotic and Absurd, an exhibition of
photographic silverprints.
Knight Gomez Gallery (836

Leadenhall St., 752-2080, 10-6
Tue.-Sat.)
To Nov. 24: Karen Vornov: Pain-
tings; Carole Jean Bertsch: Mixed
Media
School 33 Arts Center (1427

Light St., 396-4641, 11-4 Tue.-Sat.)
To Nov. 30: What's in Her Mind:
Women Figure by Susan Moore,
Nancy Ring, and Julie Schneider.
New Sculpture by Nicole Fall.
Hearth by Ivy Parsons.
Walters Art Gallery (600 N.

Charles, 547-9000, 11-5 Tue.-Sun.)
To Jan. 6: The Books and the
Author: Portraits of the Evangelists
in Eastern and Western Manuscripts.
The Bayre exhibition is running in-
definitely, and there is always the
permanent collection, spanning 5000
years of human culture.

MUSIC
A celebration of African music

and dance, Africa Oye! returns to
Baltimore for two performances this
weekend at the Lyric Opera House,
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 3
p.m. Tickets run from $12-25. Call
625-1400.
The Baltimore Symphony Or-

chestra (Meyerhoff Symphony Hall,
1212 Cathedral St., 783-8000), as
part of its Pops Series at 8:15 p.m.
on Saturday will give a concert with
the theme of "Viennese Night,"
conducted by Christopher Seaman.

Based on the Henry James story,
The Turn of the Screw, Benjamin
Britten's opera of the same name
will be performed by the Peabody
Opera Theatre (under the artistic
direction of Richard Brunyate) and
the Peabody Camerata (Gene
Young, musical director). As usual,
the show will be in Friedberg Con-
cert Hall (1 E. Mt. Vernon Pl.,
659-8124) on November 16 and 17.
Tickets are $7.50 for students with
I.D., and advance reservations are
strongly urged.
The Maryland Mandolin Ensem-

ble is giving a concert tonight to
benefit the Baltimore Cancer Sup-
port Group. The performance will be
at 7:30 at St. Peters Lutheran
Church, 7910 Belair Road.
668-1943 or 243-2565 for more
information.

Pianist George Winston, who has
been touring around the country the
last few years, will be performing
his winter concert at the Meyerhoff
on Wednesday December 5th at 7:30
pm. Tickets are $17.50 and $19.50.
Reservations can be made by calling
783-8000. There's the possibility
that the Fine Arts Committee might
run a trip to this, so call Yory at
234-6219 and let him know you're
interested.

—Stephen Kent Jusick
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After Hours with Professor Richard Kagan

A Historical Figure
by Richard Schwartz

"I'm not an ivory tower, I reject
that idea. I think people that work
on Wall Street or in banks are of
the same stigma and have a set of
institutional constraints. They
have a sector of society which
they are engaged in, they live and
work inside an institution: they
move money and I move ideas.
Some people put a higher value
on money and some people don't,
but I have never thought of the
University as apart from the
wider world. Now, of course,
there are bankers' bankers or
doctors' doctors who do nothing
but live, breathe and think like a
doctor and all their parties are
doctors—how boring!"

Richard Kagan of the Depart-
ment of History uttered these
words as he reflected upon his ex-
periences in Spain as a graduate
student on his gradual induction
into the world of academia
despite the warnings of his

summer I went to Europe under
the pretext that I was going to
study Italian in Florence, but I
traveled around and all the sud-
den I realized there was more to
the universe than northern New
Jersey and New York City, which
were really the only places I had
ever been.

What made you decide to go to
Europe?

I realized that I was going to
graduate from Columbia and I
was interested in European
History, but I really had no sense
what the continent was like. I
took two and one half months,
and in those days you could do
Europe on five dollars a day very
easily. I went from England to
Greece, and through different
parts of Italy, but I never actual-
ly went to Spain. When I came
back from Europe I decided at
that point that I was very much
interested in History and I wrote
my senior thesis for professor
Ran urn.

"I got interested in history during the spring
semester of my junior year. I went to Europe
to study Italian in Florence, but I traveled
around and all the sudden I realized there was,
more to the universe than northern New Jersey

9

relatives and the awesome threat
of actually having to teach at Iowa
State . . .
What gave you the impetus to

become a professor? Was it evi-
dent from the time you entered
college that you would in fact
pursue an academic career?

I was an undergraduate at Col-
umbia and graduated in 1965. I
didn't know quite what to major
in. I took a little History, Art
History and sampled classes
across the board. It was Oris
Ranum who got me interested in
history during the Spring
semester of my Junipr year. That

At that time what were you
writing on?

I was the only person in my
senior seventeenth century history
class who knew Spanish. My
father had always encouraged me
to learn Spanish because he
thought it would be good for my
business career. So I wrote on a
Spanish Prime Minister of the
seventeenth century. And
Ranum, without really telling me,
sent my thesis to John Eliot who
was then an up and coming
Spanish historian, one of the bet-
ter ones (and,.still„ is), who was
studying in England at Cam-

Entertainment Council
Plans Hot Musical Acts
by Steve Rhim

The Entertainment Council has
scheduled some exciting musical
groups to play at Hopkins this
semester from the international-
ly famous Suzanne Vega and
Wynton Marsalis to lesser-known
bands such as Wishing Well and
Lemonheads.
The Entertainment Council, a

committee of the HOP (Hopkins
Organizations for Programming)
is the organization largely respon-
sible for bringing the wide variety
of musical entertainment here to
the Hopkins campus. "Because
our main interest stems from the
field of music, we try to bring
many underground college bands
as well as some of the more well-
known artists to play here,"
states Jami Attenberg, the Coun-
cil's Director of Scheduling.
By bringing famous performers

such as Suzanne Vega while at
the same time providing an op-
portunity for some lesser known
bands to gain some recognition,
the Entertainment Council aims
to bring some liveliness to the
Hopkins Campus in the form of
music.
"Basically, there are two types

of shows that we organize," says
Miss Attenberg. The shows in
Shriver Hall are usually the more
Top-40 or mainstream per-
formers. These shows are open
to the public and Hopkins
students can get a $3.00 discount
on tickets. Normally these shows
sell out and do very well.
Suzanne Vega, for example, was

standing room only. Jazz per-
formers Wynton Marsalis and
Michael Hedges are scheduled to
play in Shriver early in December
and are also expected to sell out.
The city promoter, responsible

for bringing the band to play here
at Hopkins, makes most of the
profit for these shows. The pro-
moter receives the money for all
the ticket sales. The Council's
part of the profit comes mainly
from the rental of Shriver Hall for
the concert, ushers, and a percen-
tage of the T-shirt sales.
The second group of perfor-

mances are held in the Great Hall.
These shows are aimed at the col-
lege audience, and a college I.D.
is required for entrance. Admis-
sion for these shows is always
under $5.00.

Attenberg says she is nowhere
near as pleased with the progress
of these shows as she is with the
Shriver concerts. "Simply put,
hardly no one ever shows up at
these concerts. The few who do
are usually from neighboring
colleges, and it is really disap-
pointing to see such a poor tur-
nout from the Hopkins communi-
ty," she says.
"1 admit that we do have to

compete with the frat parties on
weekends, but I just wish that the
students would understand that a
band can produce good music
even if they are not that popular.
For example, the Lemonheads,
who played there last month, are
on the college charts and are with
a major record label. We are hop-
ing to bring Fugazi, a local band

bridge University. The next thing
I knew, even though I had taken
the law boards, the business
boards, and even the graduate
boards, I was off to Cambridge
University to do my PhD.
Did what you did seem like a

radical move at the time?
Yes. I did have one uncle and

a cousin who were University
professors and they asked me:
Why are you doing this? Are you
sure you want to go into
academics? Are you prepared to
teach at Iowa State? Because they
told me unless I was prepared to
teach in a small town in Iowa, I
shouldn't do it. And that unless
I had a full commitment to the
subject and was prepared to put
up with all kinds of difficulty and
all personal inconveniences in
places that I didn't like, I
shouldn't become an academian.

What was it like to be a student
at Columbia when you were
there? What were you involved in
there?

I was an oarsman and rowed
light-weight crew. In New York
City it was the extra University
that I engaged in. I spent most of
my time discovering the city
rather than campus activities
which I got involved in very very
little.
So you lived in an apartment?
My freshman year I lived in the

dorms. And, of course, there
were no visitation rights. You
could go to Barnard dorm and
visit from two until five in the
afternoon provided that you had
three feet on the ground (he
laughs) and everybody would
think of all the imaginative things
you could do with three feet on
the ground. That was my
Freshman year, then during my
Sophomore year I moved into a
fraternity house and ended up
hating that. My last two years I
lived in an apartment.

itflien you went to Spain ji)r the
fif-S7: timer did it meet your

Just Likes •Id limes
Professor Richard Kagan found history,

previous conceptions or ideals?
I had no preconceptions. I

didn't realize how poor it was
compared to the rest of Western
Europe in the mid 60's, because
it was then under the power of
Franco. But since it was depress-
ed, I could live rather well as an
American graduate student. The
first pension I lived at, I had three
meals per day and hot water, and
your laundry done for $2.50 per
day, which was only about seven-
ty dollars per month—this was
cheap! then I went to Vallolid,
where the room cost me a dollar
a day, so one could really roar
around and do one's work.
Did you spend a lot of time go-

ing out and mixing with the
Spanish students?

I made a lot of friends, but I
basically just worked like a dog.
I would go to the library at nine
o'clock in the morning and work
until two. I would eat lunch, then
return at three and work until din-
ner at nine.
What was the social climate

like in the cities in which you con-
ducted your research?

In thqsq-IcAtAys the boys would
walk itn one direction and the girls

The Jazzman Cometh
Wynton Marsalis will perform in Shriver on Dec. 9.

from Washington D.C. to play in
the Great Hall series."
The Council actually loses

money with each performance in
the Great Hall. Much money is
spent to pay for advertising the
band and providing a place for the
band to stay and eat. The Coun-
cil also has to pay the band to play
at Hopkins. These expenses
usually outweigh the money from
ticket sales.
"Basically, as Director of

Scheduling, it is my job to con-
tact talent agencies and record
companies and talk to different
managers of different artists to get
them to play here. However, the
Council has very little control
over the Shriver concerts because
we are not the promoters," says

Attenberg. For example, the
Council was offered Jane's Ad-
diction as one of the concerts, but
the promoter was outbid by the
University of Maryland, which
eventually got the show.

Attenberg reiterates that while
the Shriver Hall concerts always
bring the crowds, "We wish to
have a better attendance for the
Great Hall shows. It's really a
shame because the people who at-
tend the shows and the bands
really have a good time. Our
budget is basically what the HOP
gives us because not enough
money is made with thc perfor-
mances alone. However, we try
to make the best of what we
have."

Come to the

Johns Hopkins University Band
Fall Concert

Tonight in Shriver Hall
8 P.M.

Free Admission
Free Refreshments
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love and cheap rent in Europe.

in the other. I remember saving
a young woman. When it would
snow, the boys would form
circles around the girls and throw
snowballs at the girls until they
began crying and falling down. I
met a girlfriend that way by sav-
ing her from the pack of hungry
snowball-throwing males, and
after that I wasn't so lonely for
the rest of my stay in Salamanca.

After finishing your work in
Spain and getting your doctorate
from Cambridge, where did you
find your first job?
My first job was at Indiana

University. I was on the faculty
there from 1968 through 1972. I
liked it. I learned a lot. I taught
huge classes of Western Civiliza-
tion with 500 students and I soon
came to realize that not
everybody was as interested in
history as I was, so I had to make
history entertaining, make it
come alive. I think it was those
classes with eight T.A.'s where
I learned the most about teaching;
with so many people my teaching
became pure theater.
What is it that you enjoy about

teaching? Where da you place
teaching in respect to your overall

J Brendon Kruk

He still goes back for the history.

position as a historian?
I find it integral to what I do, I
like talking about history. I find
the sharing of my ideas, thoughts,
opinions with others important. I
also like the process by which
students learn and changing their
own ideas about things. I couldn't
be a full time researcher without
teaching.
Has your experience as a pro-

fessor lived up to your expecta-
tions? Do you see your professor-
ship as a vehicle for pursuing
your intellectual interests?

I do. I keep changing, I keep
picking up new subjects to pre-
vent myself from going stale. I
like the challenge of new sub-
jects. I like the idea of being able
to go off and follow little paths
even though they may be a dry
well. I like the changing quality
of it: I like undergraduates,
graduates, professional au-
diences, public audiences. I like
to travel and being a professor I
get to go to Spain, Greece, and
other places. So, in many ways
being a professor is not like the
desert that my uncle warned me
about.

Spend Your Junior Year
Learning About Bologna

Imagine that you just woke
up, finding yourself much the
same as when you went to bed:
a student interested in European
studies, with some prior
background in international sub-
jects. When you move to the win-
dow, however, you find that you
are no longer in a room overlook-
ing Charles Village.
You are looking down over the

cosmopolitan city of Bologna.
Before you are the ancient towers
and basilicas of the city and the
more modern skyline, and then
beyond that the rise of the Ap-
penines Mountains. Nearby is the
school you attend, where you are
taught graduate courses in Inter-
national Relations, Economics,
History, and Political Science by
a faculty of international experts,
while studying with you are
students from countries around
the world.

If this situation sounds appeal-
ing, keep reading. Each year, the
Johns Hopkins Nitze School for
Advanced International Studies
makes it possible for ten juniors
to study at the School in Bologna,
Italy, allowing them to take
graduate level courses on a varie-
ty of subjects in social sciences
in the center of European activity.
The program lasts a full

academic year, from fall to
spring, beginning with a five-
week intensive conversational
Italian class to help students ad-
just to their new environment.
Afterwards, though, the classes
are all taught in English. All
grades go directly onto the stu-
dent's transcript, and there are no
difficulties in transferring credits
or distribution and major re-
quirements. The coursework
itself, however, is very different
and requires much independent
work.
Students say that the

coursework is very unstructured,
consisting of a goal and a few
basic requirements, which the
students must then develop.
The immersion in the culture

and lifestyle of Bologna and its

international population has unex-
pected benefits. As only 60 of the
140 students are American, it
provides a chance to meet
students from all over the world
and exchange ideals.

Italy's relatively central posi-
tion in Europe also allows for
easy travel to other countries
from Spain to Poland. And with
Florence, Milan, Rome and
Venice all within a few hours
travel, a student has a chance to
take in Italy's culture, history,
and art.
The process for entering the

Bologna school is highly com-
petitive. While most students who
apply are in the social sciences,
anyone is eligible if they have at
least a background in micro- and
macro-economics, with a
semester of History of Occiden-
tal Civilization preferred. The ap-
plication consists of a letter
stating why admittance to the pro-
gram is desired and how it fits
with the educational objectives of
the applicant, along with a
transcript and a letter of endorse-
ment from the student's faculty
advisor stating why the Bologna
program would enrich the stu-
dent's academic program
There will be a general infor-

mation session held the week
after Thanksgiving by the Office
of Academic Advising. For more
details, contact Dr. Aranow in the
Office of Academic Advising.
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Science 
PET Scans Used to Analyze How
Brain Interprets Various Words
by Stevie Rhim

Researchers at Johns Hopkins
and Washington University in St.
Louis have been studying how a
brain "maps" informatioa and
how it differentiates real words
from non-words in written
languague with the aid of a new-
ly developed imaging device call-
ed the PET scan.
PET stands for position emis-

sion tomography. "With PET,"
says Dr. Peter Fox, associate pro-
fessor of radiology at Hopkins,
"neurotransmitters in the brain
can be labeled, therefore making
it possible to trace areas of brain
activity."
The mechanism of a PET scan

is quite detailed. Basically, PET
measures radioactivity in the
brain and is similar to an X-ray,
however, PET can produce
"slice" images of different sec-
tions of the brain rather than just
one frontal image.
PET is based on positrons,

subatomic particles which are
similar in mass to electrons.
Positrons are given off when
unstable, radioactive molecules
try to become stable. When
positrons meet electrons, light in
the form of gamma rays is given
off. A camera then detects the
gamma rays and pinpoints the
location of the molecule. By in-
jecting radioactive compounds in-
to the bloodsteam, the PET scan
can show where in the body the
compound may be.
"The brain is like a com-

puter," Fox says. "Information
can be processed and transform-
ed in much the same way data in-
put is transformed into different
functions by a computer." Yet
different functions occur in dif-
ferent areas of the brain and are
specific to that area.
Thus, if a person has a lesion

on a part of the brain which pro-
cesses his ability to distinguish
faces, a person may still be able
to read and see normally but may
not be able to tell one person from
another.
The PET can be used to see

what type of behavior is govern-
ed by what certain area of the
brain. This is done by injecting
radioactive water into the blood
stream. As water flows
throughout the different parts of
the body in the blood, increased
activity in a certain part of the
brain will draw more blood there
because of metabolic needs.
The PET camera takes 2 pic-

tures during this procedure. One
is taken in the resting stage of the

subject. The other is taken after
a certain part of the subject's
brain has been activated.
The second picture, predic-

tably, shows increased positron
emission from the radioactive
water in the part of the brain
which is being activated. Thus,
a brain can be mapped according
to the different functions it has.
One particular type of function

that interests Fox is the brain's
ability to differentiate words and
non-words.

In his tests, Fox flashed a series
of words to a subject. There were
4 types of words in the series: 1)
real words, such as "cat:" 2)
words that were made up but pro-
nouncable, such as "flibble;" 3)
made-up words that were unpro-
nouncable such as "czkx:" 4)
and designs consisting of diagonal
lines and curves found in letters
of the alphabet but having no
order.
PET scan was performed on

the subject during the test, and the
scans revealed that while the sub-
ject was seeing the real words and
the made up but pronouncable
words, the same area of the brain
was being activated. On the other
hand, that area of the brain re-
mained dormant when the subject
saw the other two types of "non-
words."
From these results, Fox con-

cluded that the part of the brain
which first encounters the pro-

thographically correct.
This explains the reason why

the words "flibble" and "cat,"
activate the same visual sensory
part of the subject's brain
whereas the unpronouncable
word "czkx" and the designs do
not.
Both "flibble" and "cat" are

orthographically correct and pro-
nouncable. After this elimination,
however, another part of the
brain, which processes the mean-
ing of words, would probably
recognize "cat" as a word and
"flibble" as nonsense, thereby
completing the second and final
eliminitation of the word differen-
tiating process.
Fox says that different func-

tions must distribute themselves
over different areas of the brain.
In other words, a certain part of
the brain has limits and cannot be
overburdened. If a person were
to process the lines and shapes of
tables, people, and pictures in the
same way he processes the lines
of shapes of letters and words, the
language processor of his brain
would overload. As a result, he
would interpret non-word objects
such as a "car" as a word. At the
same time, he would not be able
to pick out some words when
reading. Dyslexia works in.
somewhat the same way.
Fox came to Hopkins last year

from Washington University,
where the first PET scan was

PET can be used to see what
type of behavior is governed
by certain areas of the brain.

blem of deciding whether a word

is a real word or not is 'a" Wpe of
frontal gate system which is tied

to the visual system. For exam-

ple, when a person looks at a

word such a "top" and another

one such as "kxsb," he knows

that "top" is a word and "kxsb"

is not because "kxsb" does not
appear to be orthographically

correct.
The first step in sorting out

words from non-words is a visual

test rather than a mental process.

When the subject is presented

with "top" and "kxsb," the first
thing he does is determine if a
meaning for either of the two

words exists. But he does this

after the words have passed the

visual test of being or-

developed. "Hopkins is going to
get a new PET scan and a
cyclotron," said Fox. "I feel
very positive about the progress
of PET since many collaborators
with diverse interests ranging
from radiology and neurology to
cognitive science and psychology
are working on it. There is much
potential for this device, even
perhaps for clinical purposes."

Already, the PET has proven
helpful in identifying areas of
epileptic seizures in the brain and
in mapping the language pro-
cessor in patients undergoing
brain surgery. In this way, a
surgeon can avoid accidentally
damaging the language processor
while performing surgery.

Donna Williamson

Dr. Fox uses PET scans to probe deep into the brain without a single incision.

Biodegradable Polymers Aid in
the Treatment of Diseases
by Linda Chen
Biodegradable polymeric con-

trolled drug delivery is currently

an active and important area of
research in the pharmaceutical in-
dustry. Professor Kam Leong in

the Department of Biomedical
Engineering designs
biodegradable polymers as drug

carriers, making it possible to
control the amount of drug
delivered in the body without the
patient having to worry about
forgetting his medication or over-
dosage. The biodegradable
polymer dissolves at a particular
rate depending on the complexi-

ty of this long-chained molecule,
thereby releasing the drug. Syn-
thetic polymers are used because
natural biopolymers lack this
flexibility.

Biodegradable polymers are

also used for purposes other than
drug delivery. Naturally
reconstituted collagen has been
used to dress wounds which are

then gradually eliminated by the
body's own enzyme collagenase.
However, as with many
biopolymers, collagen does not
dissolve at a regular rate. Time-
released polymers have been
already used to treat cases, but
many years of research are need-
ed to investigate and refine this
process further.

Dr. Henry Brem, a Hopkins

neurologist, is utilizing
biopolymers as an aid in the treat-
ment of brain tumors. His work
involves implanting an anti-tumor

drug into the brains of other ter-

minally ill patients. The implant

in the form of a polymeric wafer
developed by Nova Phar-
maceuticals, works to steadily
maintain the dosage level of the
drug in the brain.

Previously, doctors could on-
ly inject the anti-tumor drug
BCNU directly into the body. It
metabolizes too quickly,
however, reducing its effec-
tiveness. In 15 minutes, half of
the administered dosage is gone.
Raising the dosage level to extend
the time it remains in the body
would lead to unacceptable toxic
effects. The polymeric controll-
ed drug delivery supplies a steady
level of the drug for three weeks.

Another promising application
of this technique is a treatment for
glaucoma. Glaucoma occurs
when too much liquid builds up
behind the eye's outer wall, caus-
ing blindness if left untreated. In
the past, methods of treatment
were limited to eye drops, laser
surgery, or opening up a small
hole in the eye to allow the fluid
to drain. To prevent this buildup
of fluid, patients frequently are
treated with 5-fluorouacil.
However, as with many other
drugs, an increased dosage must
be injected to insure that the drug
goes where it is needed. Pro-
fessor of Ophthalmology Henry

Hampel is using Leong's
discovery to implant polymeric
controlled drug delivery in
monkeys with promising results.

Currently, Leong is testing the

use of pol-phosphate esters in-

stead of metal pins to heal bone
fractures. The advantage of this
type of technology is that surgery
would only be required once
when the support device is im-
planted. After that, the bone
would actually strengthen,
preventing the chance of a refrac-
ture in the near future.

Leong's lab, currently the on-
ly one in the U.S. manufacturing
and using these poly-phosphate
esters for biomedical applica-
tions, has taken on three different
directions, including controlled
release of drugs, orthopedics, and
cell response. The major obstacle
in these cases is in proving the
long term safety of the drug for
use in humans to the FDA.

Speculating about the future of
this research area, Leong
said,"The impact of polymeric
biomaterials in medicine is ex-
pected to increase significantly in
the years ahead." Some possible
directions for research include
use with contraception and insulin
therapy in various forms such as
microspheres, matrices and mem-
branes. Ongoing research in the
fields of liposomal and elec-
tromechanical technology and
more sophisticated fabrication
techniques is also important. The
possibilities for research on this
field could span a whole new era
as researchers overcome the dif-
ficulties in developing the
materials and begin to discover
applications.

3101 St. Paul 243-5228

HOPKINS STORE

School Supplies

Housewares Beauty Aids
Notary

Hardware

(10% off school & housewares

with Frizzner card)

Magazines Newspapers

Keys duplicated Film Developing

Replace Your Glasses With

CONTACT LENSES
There's a Contact Lens For You For Studying, Any Sports Ac-

tivity or Just Looking Your Best. Get the Facts Now.

0 EXTENDED WEAR LENSES Li GAS PERMEABLE

You Can Wear For Weeks Semi-Soft Contact Lenses

OB&L, Aquatics, CSI Li BI-FOCAL & Ultra

& Hydrocurve Soft Lenses Thin Hard Lenses

2Y.discount on all contact lens solutions.

2qdiscount on a complete pair of eye glasses.

No other sales or previous orders apply.

Applicable to student & faculty.

EYE EXAMINATIONS DAYTIME OR EVENING

PHONE 243-8884 / ASK ABOUT 30 DAY TRIAL

Get The Professional Care of a Contact Lens Specialist

ROLAND PARK
VISION SERVICES

409 W. COLD -SPRING LANE
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Saturday, Nov -

Hopkin's Only PROGFtCSSIVE

Dance Party

FUNK NI TC
with DJ Dalchi

9:30pm $1.00

lookInc for CXPreSSO

or C apucc i no ?
UJe've cot it at the

Grad Club

plus pastries, pizza and more

Draft Beer only 354

from 6 — 8 pm

CVCRY NIGHT

the Grad Club is open

Q-12 . Mon — Fri

in McCoy on 34th St_

ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!! Al' TENTION! !

Graduating seniors and graduate students:

please note the on-campus recruitment schedule.

If you are interested in interviewing you must

sign up in the Office of Career Counseling and

Placement, located in 224 Mergenthaler Hall.

Undergraduates, please look for notices regar-

ding interviews for summer positions.

Interviews are arranged on a first come first

serve basis so please come in as soon as possible.

The following recruiters will be on campus

during

11/19

11/19

November 19 through December 3.

JOHN HANCOCK INSURANCE SERVICES

WESTVACO CORPORATION

11/19 BOSTON COLLEGE LAW SCHOOL
information session is open to juniors

and seniors

11/27 F.N. WOLF AND COMPANY

11/27 PRICE WATERHOUSE
information session will be held from

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

11/28 PRICE WATERHOUSE

11/29 LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY

11/30 AT & T

12/3 ARCO OIL AND GAS COMPANY

Next to Fishe's Caterer
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Ferreri Leads Jays to Win
Defeat Terrors for Winning Season
by Mark Rubin

November is truly the cruelest
month, sending northern zephyrs
through our front door. The
leaves of spring fall limply aside
as our Blue Jays end another
season of bore. NO MORE! They
said, NO MORE!
Ok, while the attempt to be the

next T. S. Eliot failed miserably,
JHU accomplished its goal on
Saturday. Under howling winds
and a persistent drizzle, the Johns
Hopkins football team escaped
from the wasteland of losing
years by defeating Western
Maryland 31-21 for their first
winning season since 1985 at
5-4-1.
"It was a big win for the pro-

gram in a lot of different ways,"
said head coach Jim Margraff.
"Having a winning season was
one of our goals, and to be able
to get that in our first season is
very exciting. No matter what the
outcome, we were very proud of
how our players played all year."
The victory would have been

impossible without an extraor-
dinary effort from the offense led
by Paul Ferreri. The sophomore
running back tore through the
Green Terrors' defense thirty-
seven times for 252 yards and

four touchdowns.
"I was very happy with how

many attempts I was given," said
Ferreri. "I've never received as
many carries in high school. It
just became a lot of fun."

Defensively the Jays had their
problems stopping Western
Maryland's running back Eric
Frees. Frees also touched the ball
thirty-seven times and ran for an
equally incredible 273 yards. The
Jays however, managed to partial-
ly control Frees in the second
half, thereby stopping Western
Maryland's one-dimensional of-
fense. Prior to the final drive of
the game, the Green Terrors
made two pass attempts: one for
an interception and the other an
incompletion.
"Without a doubt, Frees is the

best running back we've faced all
year," said middle linebacker Stu
Markley, who finished an
outstanding first season with the
Blue Jays by making twenty-three
tackles against the Green Terrors.
"We like to stick it to people to
see if they'll fold against us. I
think that's what happened to
their other running back Johnson,
but Frees kept right on running."

After both teams were stopped
on their opening drives, the Jays
pinned Western Maryland on the

two yard line thanks to a 50-yard
punt form Tom Flynn. Two in-
consequential runs gave the Ter-
rors a third and 6 from the 6
before Frees exploded. Western
Maryland took advantage of a
defensive lapse to open a gaping
hole that Frees bolted through for
a 94 yard touchdown run. The
point after was good giving the
Terrors a 7-0 lead.
"They lined up in wishbone,

but motioned out of it," said
Markley. "We were caught in the
middle of changing our defense,
so Frees had a hole you could
have run a truck through."
The Jays immediately came

back on their subsequent drive.
Starting from the 41 yard line, the
Jays ran the ball using the familiar
combination of Ferreri and Erik
Mont. On a third and 87 from the
JHU 43, Mont galloped for 32
yards. This set up a six yard run
by Mont and finally a 19 yard
touchdown run by Paul Ferreri.
The extra point, which by no
means was a sure thing on Satur-
day, was good, tying the contest
at seven apiece.

"There wasn't going to be a
lot of passing in the game,
although we set some things up
to give us a chance to pass," said
Margraff. "Aside form that, Paul

New, Improved BIA Notes
by Takashi Yokoyama

It's that time of the year again
when the scent of roasted turkeys
wafts from kitchens everywhere
to distract all but the diehard BIA
enthusiasts. But before you all
head out to Hoboken or Hanover,
there's plenty o' news and action
to report . . .

In the lax tournament, 4A went
uncontested to win the indepen-
dent title with ATO and Sig Ep
facing off in the fraternity finals.
No word yet on dorm action.
Zolkar Nain from Hollander

dominated the ping pong tourna-
ment with his triumph over Petros
Karalousis from Griffin and his
second place finish to Pat Chang
from the CSA in the in-
dependents. Kappa Sigma ruled
the fraternities with Andrew
Rieser and Stan Kim meeting in
the finals. For his outstanding
paddling, Zolkar earns the Player
of the Week for nothing less than
being a great player.

Volleyball rocks on . . . Games
are scheduled for Monday and
Tuesday of the upcoming week.
Provide refs or be forfeited! If
you have any questions, call, uh,
me (TK) at 366-8672.
3-on-3 basketball is co-ed and

it is this weekend. Call Phil at
889-9046 for info, and if you're
nice enough he might let you in
if you've missed the sign-up
deadline. Also, get set for the
2-on-2 b-ball tournament coming
up after the break—watch for

signs.
As far as taking protests to the

BIA: you can whine all you want
about a referee's calls and that's
about all you can do—they can-
not be protested. You can bring
to the attention of the Board
players who should be ineligible.
This includes a dorm member
playing for another dorm or the
recent ruling involving the
Hellenic Students soccer team
that advanced with a player who
had previously played on another
independent soccer team. Or-
dinarily, this would result in some
immediate penalties (getting
booted); however, the outdoor
soccer tournament was, well, an
embarrassment so the group
(re)plays on. By the time you read
this, the outdoor soccer tourna-
ment should be wrapped up.

For any of those BIA throats
who pull all-nighters to calculate
the trophy points each team has
accumulated according to the
point system listed iii the BIA
handbook, you'll be horrified to
know your calculations are like-
ly to be very wrong. The hand-
book states that the points awar-
ded for individual tournament
sports is 40, 30, 20, 10 points for
first through fourth places. What
is actually in the BIA by-laws is
25, 20, 15, 10 for the top four
places. In other words, individual
effort is amazing, but team effort
takes that extra something.

One last note on forfeits—if

Blue Jay Calendar
(11/16 - 11/29)

Men's Basketball Fri. 11/16 Hampden-Sydney Classic
St. Mary's 9:00 pm

Sat. 11/17 Consolation Game 2:00 pm
Championship Game 4:00 pm

Tue. 11/20 Catholic University 7:30 pm
Mon. 11/26 St. Mary's 7:30 pm
Wed. 11/28 Rochester 8:00 pm

Women's Fri. 11/16 Blue Jay Classic
Basketball Upsala 8:00 pm

Sat. 11/17 Consolation Game 6:00 pm
Championship Game 8:00 pm

Tue. 11/20 Franklin & Marshall 7:00 pm
Wed. 11/28 Rochester 6:00 pm

Men's/Women's Sat. 11/17 George Washington 1:00 pm
Swimming Tue. 11/20 Towson State 4:00 pm

Wed. 11/28 Franklin & Marshall 7:00 pm

Wrestling Sat. 11117 Kings at LaSalle 12:30pm
Tue. 11/20 Elizabethtown 7:00 pm

Men's Fencing Sat. 11/17 Cornell Team Invitational 8:00 am

Women's Squash Sun. 11/18 Cornell at Penn 11:00am

ice Hockey Mon. 11/19 Towson State 9:45 pm
Wed. 11/28 Dickinson at York 9:15 pm
Thur. 11/29 Gettysburg 9:45 pm

hotokan Karate Sat. 1 1/1 7 East Coast Collegiate Karate
Union Tourney at Temple TBA

you're not at the playing field
before ten minutes after the event
is scheduled to take place, a
forfeit automaticaly takes effect
(period).

See ya in the A.C...

Ed. Note: Arthur Young will no
longer be writting BIA Notes at
the request of the editors.

Rifle Team
Improves
Scores
by Ann Schutz

This past weekend the rifle
team traveled to Kutztown
University for a half-course
match in which two targets were
shot at from each of the three
positions. Kutztown does not
have an air rifle team, so there
was no air rifle competion. The
first score is prone, the second
standing, the third kneeling. Each
position has a maximum possible
score of 200 points, totaling 600
overall.
Senior Matt Fisher shot 188,

111, 170, which is very good for
prone and kneeling, but as for his
standing, Fisher said, "My
grandmother can shoot better than
I did." Fisher's total was a 469.
Sophomore Andy Bernstein shot
175, 150, 164, for a total of 489,
his high in competition so far.
Sophomore Raphael Yook shot
156, 89, 121, fora total of 366,
a 33-point improvement over last
match.
Freshman Evan Bynum shot

159, 130, 165, totaling 454 and
improving by 19. Freshman Bran
Plecs, an experienced prone
shooter, has been learning the
other positions very quickly and
shot 181, 131, 177, improving by
77 points to tie Bernstein at 489.
Sophomore Chris Hickey was
finally able to attend his first
match, and shot 146, 49, 90, for
a 285.
Hopkins' team score, which is

calculated by adding the four
highest scorers, was a 1901, an
86-point improvement over last
match. The Kutztown shooters
had not finished when Hopkins
left for the long ride home, so
their scores are still unknown.
The win or loss is unimportant
right now, however, as this year's
team is concentrating on learning
and getting ready for future mat-
ches. Coach Hardy says that he
is happy with the progress the
team is making, and he is confi-
dent that with some more ex-
perience, this will be one of the
conference's strongest teams.

Ken Aaron

Sophomore Paul Ferreri capped off a superb season with four touchdowns and 252 yards rushing.

really rose to the challenge put
forth by Frees and Johnson, who
are just excellent backs. We saw
some of the best backs in the con-
ference in that one game."

The Jays defense held the Ter-
rors on the next series, giving the
offense a chance to take the lead.
They did not disappoint as a 46
yard run by Ferreri capped a 4
play, 59 yard drive for a 14-7
lead.
"We were confident we could

drive on them," said Ferreri.
"Unlike some of the other games
this year, it was the offense that
had to carry the team. From the
offensive line down to the
fullbacks, everyone just clicked.

Erik Mont had some great cut
blocks that opened holes for me."
The Jays could not rest on their

haunches (or their tails for that
matter), so long as Western
Maryland had Eric Frees in the
backfield. The Green Terrors tied
the game with 4:58 remaining in
the second quarter, by going on
a 13 play, 43 yard drive. Frees
touched the ball ten times in the
drive alone, including the 2 yard
touchdown plunge.
"Frees has great quickness and

good speed," said Margraff.
"He's awesome."
With the quarter winding

down, Hopkins began the drive
from their own 38 yard line with

two pass attempts. The first fell
incomplete, but the second was
caught by Dan Flynn for 16
yards. The Blue Jays then re-
turned to the running game. From
Mont to Ferreri and Ferreri back
to Mont, the Jays drove down the
field to Western Maryland 11
yard line. Facing a fourth and 1,
Margraff called Ferreri's number
and watched his running back
pick up the first down, break a
tackle and pick up the
touchdown. Trotta's PAT was
good for a 21-14 lead.
"Our offensive line just com-

peted the whole game, even when
we were not blocking great,"

Continued on page 1/

Ice Hockey Shuts Out Western
Maryland to End Losing Streak
by Jay Friedman

The Hopkins Hockey Team got
off to a fast start against Western
Maryland as Chad Holien scored
just 36 seconds into the game.
Despite playing without several
key team members, the Blue Jays
ran away with the game, shutting
out the Green Terrors 10-0. The
win 'ifted the Jays' record to
4-2-1 on the season. Although

Hopkins only dressed fourteen
players for the game, they over-
powered their opponents who
seemed to have more fans than
players (11).

After Hopkins' first goal, the
Western Maryland fans decided
the game would be more enter-
taining if they chided the official.
However, the ring-leader was
quickly dismissed by an unim-
pressed referee. That was nearly

Bill Berger

Hopkins skater fights for puck in game against Georgetown last year.

Squash Beats Haverford
by Jessica Rosenbaum

The Hopkins Squash team
could not have had a better start
to their season than the match
they played against Haverford
last Friday. In their only home
game of the season, the Blue Jays
defeated their opponenets in all
nine of their matches. The team
dominated Haverford by winning
all but one match in straight
games.
Coaches Frank and Nancy

Cushman were extremely pleas-
ed with their team's performance.
"Last year Haverford beat us five
games to four. That match was
close, but this year we completely
dominated them," said the
Cushmans about the impressive
results.

Jessica Tropp was less subtle
about the match. "Everyone
played well and we looked very
good for the first match. Basical-
ly, we killed them. It wasn't very
challenging for any of the
players."
The coaches also praised the

team's improved attitude. "Last
year the players weren't sure of

their capabilities, but this year
they got out on the court know-
ing they can win a match."
The improved attitudes of the

team members are partly a result
of last year's season. The team
had a 7-6 season, but in the Howe
Cup playoffs they tied for first in
the Division IV competition. In
the process they beat several
teams that they had lost to in the
beginning of the season.

Last year's number one player,
Kathryn Ng, graduated, as did the
number six player, Laura Gaff-
ney, but the current players still
have plenty of support. Ng flew
in from Detroit to watch the first
game and to bring chocolate chip
cookies.

There are no seniors on the
team this year. It is led by juniors
Tara Dorr, Karran Phillips,
Jessica Tropp, and Rosy
DaCosta, and sophomore
Natasha Dupont. All four of the
top players are similar in ability.
The Cushmans said, "We have
a very well-balanced team. This
helps us to do well in the middle
level individual matches."

all the fun the Western Maryland
crowd would enjoy for the rest of
the game.
Two minutes after. thefirst goal

the Blue Jays added another.
After an attempt to split two
defensemen resulted in three
players on the ice, the puck trickl-
ed toward the goal, where
Hopkins pounced and pushed it
by the Terrors' goalie. Seconds
later, Western Maryland looked
as though they were going to
make a game of it as they finally
forced the action into the Jays'
end, but goalie Rich Malek made
a great save to quiet the Terror
offense.
Hopkins continued to control

the tempo of the game and scored
again with four minutes remain-
ing in the first period. John
Tymkewicz took a pass from
Craig Hampton and let loose a
shot from the top of the right cir-
cle. The Terror goalie got his
glove on the puck but could not
hang on and the shot fluttered past
him giving the Jays a 3-0 lead.
After allowing the goal, the
Western Maryland goalie smash-
ed his stick on the post and was
called for a ten minute
unsportsman-like conduct
penalty.
One minute later, with 2:57 re-

maining in the first, Hopkins
began to run away with the game
as a Hopkins forward blisteied a
low shot in from left wing. Show-
ing their frustration, Western
Maryland started to get rough.
During the final minute of the
period a Terror skater was call-
ed for tripping after he dove at the
knees of Hopkins winger Brad
Holmberg. At the end of the
period, Blue Jay foward Jason
Sprague was forced to leave the
game with one goal, one assist,
and one broken skate.
Hopkins controlled the puck

for nearly the entire second
period, adding five more goals.
Holmberg lifted the score to 5-0
on a break followed by a goal, by
assisting captain Dave Boxen-
baum in the right circle off a feed
by Hampton. With 7:18 to play
in the second, Hampton flipped
the puck from the blue line and
the goalie never moved. The shot
(pass?) floated by for another
goal, lifting the Jays' lead to 7-0,
while it seemed anything directed
toward the net found its way in
for a score.
Malek finally had a chance to

Continued on page 17Home Games in Bold.
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PLEASE ROCK

THE BOAT.

And after our

Party Cruise,

you can windsurf,

parasail, or dive.

Raise a racquet.

Or join a

friend or three

for tee

BARBECUES,

BANDS AND

LUNCH UNDER

THE SUN

All compliments

of the Bermuda

Department of

Tourism. Pink

sand and turquoise

water compliments

of nature.

BERMUDA COLLEGE WEEKS
Marth 3.31

FROM 3 7 9
7 rught1/11 days Aar/Land inclusive
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edman Sport & Travel • Aquanus Travel

We ONLY RENT

CONVERTIBLES.

They're the

perfect way

to party hop.

Just remember,

the left side is

the right side.
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A friend will tell you:

"They had everything
I needed.' 9 From the exam to information to birth control

supplies, Planned Parenthood has it all right here for you. We have what women need.

All in one location. All by friendly, caring people. Come see us. For birth
control, we have what you need.

PlannedParenthood
OF MARYLAND

$10 OFF FIRST VISIT
WITH THIS AD & STUDENT ID

Baltimore 576-1400 Towson 665-9775 Painters Mill 363-1655

Last Chance
To Get A 48
On The LSAT!

The current LSAT is changing. Why? Because
Stanley H. Kaplan's LSAT prep course is too
effective. So effective that perfect LSAT scores
have QUADRUPLED over the last two years!

This June, the test makers will change the LSAT
scoring scale of 10 to 48, and revise the test to
make it more challenging. Before that happens,
Stanley H. Kaplan wants to help you take advan-
tage of the current "top heavy" test.

Call today. And get your best shot at a 48.
While you still can.

§ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
aL Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

243-1456

RICHMOND
LAW

RicHmora)
Iminausim.

* Small classes, supportive faculty

* Beautiful suburban campus

* Dynamic legal community

* Curriculum and placement

with vision
— Environmental Law in

1st Year
— Lawyering Skills &

Clinical Courses
— Video Interview Program

(VIP) targets major midsize

firms

* Celebrating 120 years

serving the legal profesion

1-800-289-URLAW

Director of Admission Services

University of Richmond

School of Law

Richmond, VA 23173

Fully Accredited ABA/AALS

WELLNESS

BROWN BAG LUNCH SERIES

Tuesday, November 20
12:05 - 12:50 p.m.

Arellano Theatre - Levering Hall

"KEEP THE HAPPY IN HOLIDAYS"

The holiday season is a difficult time for many people.

Previous loss, current problems, absence of family or friends,

or too much 'partying" can cause depression, overeating,

overdependence on alcohol, or family conflicts.

Dr. Codenne, Director of the Counseling and Psychiatric Center,

will discuss holiday problems as well as

some strategies for coping with them.

Bring your lunch. Beverages will be provided.
Presentations are followed by questions and answers.
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by Andy Chien

The Johns Hopkins Women's
Basketball Team enters the
1990-91 season following a
1989-90 campaign highlighted by
an 18-7 record and the team's
first appearance ever in post-
season play. With nine returning
letterwinners, the team should be
a strong contender for the con-
ference title and a bid to the
NCAA tournament. This year's
Blue Jays have been ranked as
high as 11th in one Division III
national basketball preview.
The Jays are led by senior co-

captains Juliane Rolapp
(Darnestown, MD) and Kristie
Kantowski (Ellicott City, MD),
two of the most prolific scorers
in Hopkins history. In addition,
the Jays will benefit from the
return of juniors Tracy Williams
(Short Hills, NJ), Kerni McTier-
nan (Staten Island, NY), and Kel-
ly Van Houten (Little Falls, NJ),
sophomores Sylke Knuppel
(Woodbine, MD) and Tricia
Hacker (Cedar Lake, IN), and
seniors Mary Hillebrand
(Janesville, WI) and Jennifer
Luzietti (Shelton, CT). Luzietti
rejoins the team following total
reconstructive knee surgery
which caused her to miss most of
last season.
The Jays will employ an ex-

citing full-court running game,
using tenacious defense to create
turnovers and fast-break transi-
tion baskets. In the backcourt,
leading scorer (15.4 ppg) Juliane
Rolapp should be one of the
team's top offensive threats. A
first-team All-MAC Southwest
and second-team All-UAA selec-
tion, Rolapp's consistency and
leadership on the floor will play
a major role in the team's
success.

Joining Rolapp in the backcourt
will be 5'7" point-guard Tracy
Williams, who will be the team's
primary ballhandler. Last season
Williams averaged 9.6 points per
game and 3.2 assists per game
while leading the team with an 82
free-throw percentage.
On the frontline, the Jays

return with a lot of talent and
depth. Forward Kristie Kan-
towski, who averaged 10.2 points
per game and a team-leading 5.8
rpg last session, should contribute
solid and consistent play for the
Jays from the small-forward
position.
Promising sophomore Sylke

Knuppel, a former Baltimore Sun
Metro Player of the Year, swit-
ches from guard to the power for-
ward position. Last season,
Knuppel was the team's second-
leading scorer with 11.6 ppg
while coming off the bench. Head
coach Nancy Blank is excited
about moving Knuppel inside this
season: "As a power forward,
Sylke can hurt her opponent both
under the basket and on the
perimeter. Defending her will be
a puzzle for our opponents."

Junior Kerni McTiernan is
already the Hopkins career leader
in steals after just two seasons.
According to Blank, McTiernan's
aggressive defense will be a key
to the successful execution of the
Jay's game plan. "Kerni is a
catalyst. She's always where the
ball is, and by using her
quickness on defense, making the
big steal and making the big pass,
she creates offensive oppor-
tunities for us," stated Blank.

Senior Jen Luzietti will play a
major role in the post for the Blue
Jays. After a devastating knee in-
jury which sidelined her for much
of the past two years, the 5'9"
Luzietti looks to return to the
form which made her a starter
throughout her Hopkins career.
Blank has been impressed With
Luzietti's comeback this season.
"We are very pleased and excited
about Jen's progress. She is pro-
bably the best thinker under the
basket of anyone we've had. She
has the intensity to play center,
and she makes up for the lack of
height inside with smart position-
ing," said Blank.

Sharing the duties at center will
be Van Houten and tie v‘ comer
JoAnna 3ychterz. At her current

Basketball Previews BasketballPhotographs
Women Looking Forward to New Season, By Donna
New Chance to Earn Bid to NCAA Tourney Williamson
Houten averaged 6.6 ppg and 4.4
rpg last year, and should see
substantial playing time this
season. Sychterz sat out her
freshman season with a shoulder
injury, but should contribute
significantly for the Jays up front
this year.

Hillebrand and Hacker give the
Jays experienced depth at the for-
ward position. Blank expects
Hillebrand to see a lot of time on
the wing position. "Mary has
shown the most improvement of
any player over the summer.
We'll count on Mary's tenacity
on defense," said Blank. "She's
a player that can come into a
game situation and pull people
together. I feel confident in her
ability to contribute not only on
defense but on offense as well."
Hacker is a physical inside
player, who according to Blank,
"makes us tougher in practice."
Freshmen guards Bonnie

Lepold (Bordentown, NJ) and

Julianne Rolapp

Katie Shvartsman (Ballston Lake,
NY) provide the Jays with addi-
tional depth in the backcourt and
should make contributions as the
season progresses.
This year, the Jays will add

some new schemes to the offen-
sive system.,. in_order to create
more scoring opportunities .es from
every position on the floor. Of-
fensively, the team will continue
to emphasize the philosophy of a
balance scoring attack. "I want
us to be multi-dimensional so that
no one can key off one or two top
scorers and take us out of the
game," said Blank. "The new
system gives us that versatility.",

Hillebrand concurred: "We'll
have a tremendous ability to ad-
just to what people throw at us."
The Jays have high hopes for

post-season play this season.
Blank was very direct in stating
the team's objectives for the up-
coming year. "We want to win
the MAC championship and gain
a top four regional ranking.
However, we have to look at each
individual game as a separate
step. To get to the post-season,
we must carefully prepare for
each step along the way."

After last season's perfor-
mance, the Jays will no longer be,
looked upon as the underdog.
Blank emphasized the importance
of adjusting to this new role.
"When you have already ac-
complished the goal of being a
respected contender, you're more
vulnerable to being toppled. Op-
ponents will work harder to
prepare for you, and you can't
hide behind the tag of 'underdog'
anymore," said Blank. "Exter-
nal recognition is nice, but we
have to remember what got us
here in the first place: hard work
and attention to detail."
Rolapp agreed, adding that

"we have a lot to accomplish.
This year we're the team to beat,
and it's not a position we're us-
ed to being in."
The Jays face a tough schedule

featuring nationally prominent
teams like MAC foe Franklin &
Marshall and UAA opponents
Washington U. and Chicago.
Hopkins opens the season against
Upsala in the first annual Blue Jay
Classic. Upsala, with its reputa-
tion as a tough, physical team,
will challenge the Jays inside.
Tip-off will be at 8 p.m. tonight
at the Athletic Center. The Jays
will p!ay either Hol:i Family or
Catholic U. Saturday evening at
6 or 8 p.m. in the final round of
the Classic.

Williams urges fans to be a part

of the action. "We're going to
have a record breaking year, and
we don't want anyone to miss it!"

Senior Profiles

1991 marks the year when head
coach Nancy Blank's first
recruiting class at Hopkis will
graduate. Of the original group of
seven freshmen in 1987, four still
remain: Mary Hillebrand, Kristie
Kantowski, Jennifer Luzietti, and
Juliane Rolapp.

Blank credits these four seniors
with much of the change in the
women's basketball program. "I
think of us like. a great group of
friends in high school—we have
a type of 'survival bond'. There
have been so many positive
changes in program, and these
four deserve the most credit in
allowing me to implement the
changes. They do a lot of in-
tangibles off the court as well,
especially with recruits. Give
them a lot of credit for our recent
success."
"Their leadership has been in-

valuable," continued Blank. "As
sophomores, they were leading
freshmen. Everyone grew up
together, and the program grew
around the players."
These seniors ushered in a new

era of Hopkins women's basket-
ball and will be missed after their
graduation.

Juliane Rolapp

With 787 total points, senior
Juliane Rolapp is poised to
become only the third player in
Hopkins history to score over
1000 points in a career. A starter
since her freshman year and a
captain since her sophomore
year, Rolapp will graduate as one
of the finest players in the history
of Hopkins women's basketball.

Last year, Juliane became the
scHairs all-time assist leader
with 249 entering this season. In
addition, she also set a new
school record for assists in a

Kristie Kantowski

season with 135. Her play
resulted in a first-team All-MAC
selection and a second-team All-
UAA selection.
As a player at the Bullis School

in the D.C. area, Rolapp scored
over 1500 points during her high
school career, earning selections
on the All-Metro D.C., All-
Montgomery County, and All-
League teams.

Last season, Juliane led the
team in scoring (15.4 ppg),
assists (5.4 apg), and 3-point
percentage (53). At her current
scoring pace, she should easily
break the Hopkins all-time scor-
ing record of 1063 (Dawn
Richards) sometime in the
season.
Head coach Nancy Blank had

nothing but praise for her offen-
sive star. "Juliane is the most
well-rounded player I've ever
coached. She's an excellent
shooter and a good defensive
player."

In addition to her play on the
court, Rolapp's leadership has
been an important part of the
team's progress. "Juliane is a
most powerful but subtle leader,"
added Blank. "She seems klhave
the most influence on our style of
play and on making things work.
She is Li key factor in our
success."

Rolapp looks to this season as
a chance to improve on last
season's performance. "Last
year. making it to the playoffs
and having the record we did was

a highlight. We've been able to
make a strong program, but we
have a lot to accomplish. This
year, we're the team to beat and
it's not a position we're used to
being in."
Blank is confident that Juliane

will rise to the challenge. —Last
year, she emerged as an outstan-
ding player, and her best is yet
to come."

Kristie Kantowski

Kristie Kantowski also has an

Nhviimmodowme.'
Mary Hillebrand

excellent shot at breaking the
Hopkins scoring record, entering
the season with 766 career points.
The 5'11" forward averaged
10.2 ppg and 5.8 rpg last season,
earning a first-team All-MAC
Southwest selection. This season,
Kantowski will be playing the
shooting forward position, where
her smooth shot should prove to
be a major offensive threat for the
Jays.
Kantowski was also one of

Blank's first two recruits, hailing
from Glenelg High in nearby
Ellicott City \ where she gained
recognition as a two-time All-
Howard County player. A team
captain since her sophomore year
and a starter since her freshman
year, KantowskrrNteady play
and leadership on the court have
been a major factor in the team's
success.

"Kristie is a very rewarding
player to coach," said Blank.
"She picks up very quickly on
what you're trying to accomplish.
In addition, she's a good leader,
a hard worker, and a solid, steady
player. Her consistency came into
its own last year in the second
half of the season. She began do-
ing the things she does well on a
game-by-game basis."
Kantowski has played a big

role in the team's rise from
mediocrity to contention. "We

were part of a very unique situa-
tion when we had a year with all
sophomore and freshman
players," reflected Kantowski.
"The best part has been being in
position to watch the program
grow and get better each year.
We have gained so much respect
in the MAC. I remember back
when I was a sophomore and our
biggest approach was to surprise
our opponent. It's really rewar-
ding to see something progress
that you've been a major part
Of.

Mary Hillebrand

Mary Hillebrand came from a
strong program at Craig High in
Janesville, Wisconsin. Given the
distance, Blank recruited
Hillebrand through videotapes
and phone calls. After being a
playmaker in high school, Mary
adjusted to a variety of new posi-
tions with the Jays.
Coach Blank emphasized

Hillebrand's versatility. "Mary is
a utility player if there ever was
one. She came from being a point
guard in high school to having
played every position for us.. It's
been a challenge to find a posi-
tion which will maximize her
abilities."

Hillebrand, one of last season's
tri-captains, is known for her
tenacious defense and spirited
play off the bench. In addition,
Hillebrand's leadership often-
times steadies the team. "I have
respect for Mary's resiliency abd
her stubborn intensity," added
Blank. "What she's given to our

Jennifer Luzietti
program could never be
measured on the record books."

Hillebrand has enjoyed being a
part of the Blue Jays recent tur-
naround. "It's been a tremendous
experience being involved in this
program which has made such
strides in the past few years. One

of the biggest highlights was
finishing 18-7 last season and get-
ting into the playoffs."

"It's beyond just looking for
wins and losses," added Mary.
"It's an unbelievable feeling of
togetherness. I'll never feel that
again in basketball after this year.
It makes me really want to suc-
ceed, and I know this season we
have the personnel to do it."

Jennifer Luzietti

Few players have overcome as
much adversity in their careers as
senior center Jennifer Luzietti.
Following a promising freshman
year, Luzietti's sophomore
season was cut short by a torn
ligament in the knee. After
rehabilitation for most of the off-
season, Luzietti regained a star-
ting position her junior year, on-
ly to reinjure the same knee five
games into the season. This time,
the injury required total
reconstructive knee surgery, and
it was questionable whether Jen-
nifer would be able to play com-
petitive basketball again.
Remarkably, Luzietti enters

this season as one of the top can-
didates for the starting center
position. Luzietti was averaging
6.6 ppg and 4.2 rpg while leading
the team in field-goal percentage
(58) before her injury last year.
Her smart inside play and
perimeter shooting should be
valuable assets for the Jays.

Luzietti was recruited out of St.
Joseph's High in Shelton, CT,
where she scored over 1000
points in her career, earning All-
City and All-State selections.
Blank was familiar with Luziet-
ti, having previously coached her
at a summer camp. "I went out
to see her play in high school, and
I knew she was the type of player
we wanted in our program," said
Blank. "She has a good work
ethic, great shooting skills, and-
a great head for the game. She's
shown improvement despite the
knee injury. I have so much
respect for Jen for what she had
to go through, making a' com-
eback this year."

Luzietti credits the team with
helping her comeback. "The sup-
port and encouragement of the
members of the team have been
instrumental in helping me
return. After a hard summer of
rehabilitation therapy, I'm real-
ly looking forward to my last
season. We have the potential to
accomplish more than last year."

Runners Battle Mud at Allentown
by Ben Runkle

The men's and women's cross-
country teams battled stiff com-
petition and heavy downpours in
the NCAA Mideastern regionals
on Saturday at Allentown, Penn-
sylvania. The men placed 11th
out of 26 teams while the women
finished 15th out of 24.
The course at Allentown,

usually a fast one, decimated in
the days leading up to the meet
by a series of heavy rains that left
the course a muddy mess. This
resulted in much slower times
than were seen the previous week
at the MAC championships. At
one point on the course, the run-
ners were forced to cross a small
stream that had flooded to about
two and a half feet.
The men were led by junior co-

captain John Robinson, who cap-
tured seventh place in a time of
26 minutes and 45 seconds.
Robinson just barely missed out
on qualifying individually for the
national champoinships. He need—
ed to finish fifth or better to earn
the trip to nationals, but he fell
17 seconds short, losing to two
runners he had beaten previous-
ly in the season. Nonetheless,
Robinson had a great season,
winning several dual meet and
placing fourth in the MACs.
Sophomore Pete Gliatto turn-

ed in a strong performance at
Allentown by taking 43rd place
with a time of 28:23. Gliatto
made 'in for n n000r showine at the

MACs with a good performance
under adverse conditions. Also
running key races for the Blue
Jays were junior Manny Hostin
(68th, 28:57), senior co-captain
Basil Dahiyat (78th, 29:10), and
senior Mark Melia (99th, 29:34).

The women's team was forced
to run without their top runner at
the regionals, senior Tami
Myers, who sat out due to bad
shin splints. Her experience was
missed, as Hopkins sent a team
of runners who had never been to
the regional before. "We wanted
to get them some experience,"
said head coach Eleanor Simon-

sick, "it was really a learning
experience."
Freshman Tatiana Aguirre,

who finished in 62nd place with
a time of 22:21. Also running an
especially strong race was
freshman Maren Olson, who cap-
tured 67th place with a time of
22:28. "Maren had an excellent
race," said women's assistant
coach Gary Green, "she ran very
well." Other Hopkins runners
turning in key performances in-
cluded freshman Carol Moylan
(81st place, 22'48), freshman
Helen Hyan (95th, 23:17), and
sophomore Hope Raschke
(108th, 24:00).

Water Polo Ends Season
With Impressive 15-11 Record
by Ethan Skolnick

Doug Jones, a sophomore on
the men's water polo team, might
have best summarized the strug-
gles of this year's squad. Plenty
of talent, not enough team.
"We have just as much or

more talent as the other teams we
played. We just weren't commit-
ted or serious enough as a team."
The defending Eastern Cham-

pions, the Jays could finish no
better than fifth at last week's
season-ending tournament at
Williams College. Hopkins was
dethroned in the opening game by
Cornell, a team they have beaten
three or four times during the
reunlar season. The st

made Coach Craig Silliman look
like a prophet. Earlier in the year.
he had stated, "Cornell is our
toughest competition in the
conference."
The loss put the Jays in the con-

solation round, where they
managed to rescue quite a hit of
pride. By stomping Amherst and
Williams by 19-5 and 13-6

.scores, respectively, the team
proved what might have been
questioned—it still had a lot of
heart.
Coach Craig Silliman, in his

first year after replacing Jim
Cutrone, guidei he Jays to a
solid 15-11 record. Although
there were some unmet expect&

rowinved no ffe 1 7 
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by Lorin Engquist

The men's basketball team
enters their season opener today
in an unusual position—as the
favorite. After compiling a 20-8
record last year and making the
round of 16 in the NCAA tour-
nament, Basketball Digest rank-
ed them 8th in the nation among

Division III schools. Hopkins will

Andy Enfield

now have to live up to those

expectations.
The five starters were the main

reason for Hopkins' success last

year. Point guard Dave

Eikenberg, off guard Andy En-

field, small forward Jay

Gangemi, and power forward Bill

Zahn all return; forward Evan

Jones transferred to U.C. Davis

(Division III). Eric Hastings will

likely fill that spot this year. After

a strong recruiting year, Hopkins

should have better depth than

most teams in their division

(MAC Southeast). Perhaps the

Jays' only drawback is their

tough schedule, which includes

defending NCAA champion

Rochester in the home opener

November 28.
Hopkins enjoys a well-balanced

offensive attack that is predictable

but successful. Eikenberg is the

ideal floor leader for Hopkins. In

addition to his exceptional ball

handling, penetrating, and pass-

ing ability, he probably knows

Blue Jays' offensive scheme bet-

ter than the man who designed it,

head coach Bill Nelson. A good

understanding of the game and

three years of running the offense

accounts for this. Andy Enfield

and Jay Gangemi provide the

bulk of the scoring; last year the

two combined for 1065 points

(38.0 ppg), which was 49.5 per-

cent of the team's total. Both are

excellent three-point shooters; to

stop the Jays you must shut down

Enfield and Gangemi, a task

which is especially difficult when

both players are on the floor at

the same time. Zahn does the

"little things" that are necessary

Men Face Tough Schedule Including Top
Div III Teams After Record-Breaking Year
to win games, such as defensive
rebounding and setting screens to

free Enfield and Gangemi.
Hastings, who has been a top
reserve for Hopkins over the last

three years, will have an oppor-

tunity to make a significant con-

tribution. He must provide defen-

sive rebounding if Hopkins is go-

ing to be successful.
Nelson enjoyed his best

recruiting year to date, adding

seven freshman to the varsity
squad, so the Jays will have a

strong bench. The starters will

probably only come out of the

game for rests or in case of foul

trouble, but the minutes that the
freshmen reserves get will never-
theless be significant. "A couple

of guys will play important

backup roles. When we [the

, starters] sit down, hopefully those

guys can come in and play the

other team even, or even outplay

them," Enfield noted.
Senior David Strong, freshman

Mike Rotay, and sophomore Dan
Knee will be competing for time

as the backup point guard. Strong

and Rotay may also play the off

guard position. Strong is coming

off a back injury that kept him out

all of last season and may not be

in peak physical condition yet.

However, his experience may

avid Eikenberg
give him the edge in winning the
spot. Rotay is a slashing type of
player with good quickness. Knee
has steadily improved after going
up against Eikenberg in practice
every day. Junior Mark West
played some point guard last
year, .but he is more of a forward
with good ball handling skills, in
the Paul Pressey mold. He will
probably back up Enfield and
Gangemi this year.
The freshman crop, as men-

tioned, is substantial. There are
only so many minutes to go
around, however, so it is difficult

to predict who will play and how
much. Playing time will have to
be earned on merit. Luke Busby
is a 6'3" scorer who could pro-
vide instant offense off the bench.
He has three point range and is
also effective around the basket,
and in the preseason he showed
that he was not scared to hoist up
shots either. Nelson thinks he
might be the best inside-outside
player on the team, next to
Gangemi. He may be asked to fill
the role of third scorer created by
Jones' departure. He's robabl

David Strong

the most talented of the
newcomers.

Matthew Jennings is an athletic
forward who can hit the 16-17
footer with consistency. He has
good size-6'4"—and goes to the
basket well. Brian Markey,
brother of star F&M guard Brad,
can hit the three pointer and may
be called on to do just that,
especially against zones. Lois
Sabad is a 6'7" finesse-type
player who will backup Hopkins
frontline. Mike Shatzel could be
the rebounding machine Hopkins
has lacked since the departure of
Mike Latimore and Jerome
Phillips two years ago. He is
6'5" and 210 pounds and is "a
horse under the boards," accor-
ding to Nelson. Frank Grzywacz
is another big man (6'4", 205)
who could provide the greatest
challenge for Hasting's spot. "He
could see. up to 20 minutes a
game," Nelson said.

Defensively, Hopkins will con-
tinue to play the tough man-to-
man that has_characterized Bill
Nelson's teams over the years.
The team has worked on defen-
sive skills throughout the
preseason. "Defense comes from
the feet, so we've been trying to
improve our footwork over the
past month," said Nelson.
As usual, the Jays will face

tough competition in the MAC
Southwest, especially from
perennial contenders Washington
College. Washington lost four of
their five starters to graduation,
but Eikenberg still thinks that
they will be strong. Widener is
one of those teams that does not
look good on paper, but they ac-
counted for two of Hopkins' eight
losses last season. They are
known for a slow-down offense
and a "prove-it-to-me" two-three
zone defense. "They would hold
the ball 40 seconds every time
down the court, so when we'd
finally get the ball we'd just put
up the first available shot. We
can't do that this year," said
Eikenberg. Thoughts of a na-
tional championship are far off at
the moment, however. "We're
not even thinking about that right
now," said Enfield. When press-
ed, however, he admitted, "We
have as good a chance as anyone
else." Having made the sweet 16
last year should help the team's
confidence. The Jays have proven
that they do not fold in the clutch,
as evidenced by the second round
upset of F&M last year and
NCAA tournament record 37
consecutive free throws.

Rochester will be a tough game
to kick off the home schedule
with; they won the NCAA tour-
nament last year and have two
6'7" players, one of whom turn-
ed down several Division I offers
and was the tournament MVP.
However, they may seem small
to Enfield, who played against
Dikembe Mutombo and Alonzo
Mourning in lea ues this sum-

Eric Hastings
mer. The Jays will have to shoot
very well from three point range
to dethrone the defending
champs. "That game may set the
tone for the early part of the
season," noted Eikenberg. In-
deed, the Jays will find out very

early just where they are in the
pecking order.

Andy Enfield
It is difficult to overstate En-

field's contribution to Hopkins
basketball. He is already the
school's all-time leading scorer
with 1415 points. His career scor-
ing average is 17.9 ppg, including
21.6 last season. He is also the
Jays' all-time leading three-point
shooter, having nailed 161 in his
first three years. Perhaps the most
amazing stat of all is his free-
throw shooting. For his career he
is 308-337, a 91.4 percent mark.
That is in the top five in the na-
tion, including Division I players.
His field goal shooting has also
been amazingly consistent: .522,
.521, and .529 in the past three
years. Enfield is not one to leave
open from an where on the court.

Bill Zahn
While his statistics speak for

themselves, they do not tell the
whole story. He is one of the
most motivated players on the
team. "I don't have to say
anything to him," says head
coach Bill Nelson. "He's one of
the most dedicated players I've
ever coached." His work ethic
rubs off on the newer players as
well. "When the young guys see
him working that hard, it inspires
them to work hard, too. Andy
sets a great example for the
team."

Enfield has no specific personal
goals, except to "have a better
year than I did last year." He is
a legitimate shot to be a Division
III All-American this year.

David Eikenberg
Eikenberg's sudden emergence

as an offensive threat last year
made him one of the most com-
plete point guards in the league.
He was already known as a thief
of the first order (he set a team
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record for steals last season with
58), an outstanding floor general,
and one of the best ballhandlers
in Hopkins history. In his three-
year career, he has dished out 254
assists, including 113 last year.
One of Eikenberg's best

qualities is his familiarity with
Hopkins' offensive system, in
particular with Enfield's game.
Nelson can practically send
Eikenberg out on the floor and let
him go to work. "I don't have to
tell him what to do too much,"
said Nelson. "He knows what to
do." Playing point guard is not
just dribbling up the floor and
passing off. It is a fine art that in-
volves getting the ball to the right
person in the right place at the
right time. It is making the right
decision. With Eikenberg, the
result is usually two points.

David Strong
Strong is one of the most

talented players on the team. In
his first two years, he split point
guard duties with Eikenberg,
before having to sit out last
season with a back injury. He's
an excellent defensive player and
ball handler and has an unusual-
ly good outside shot for a point
guard. Despite being sidelined,
Strong showed up at every prac-
tice and every game. "He
wouldn't let the other guys slack
off," Nelson said. If he can come
back from the injury, Strong will
especially be able to continue
contributing to the team.

Eric Hastings
Hastings has been one of the

Jays' best big men over the
course of his career. He is a good
low post player and gets the job
done on the boards. Perhaps his
best attribute is his excellent
athletic ability for a big man. In
addition to his solid work ethic,
Hastings is not one to sit out a
game with a hangnail. He is also
probably the only Blue Jay in re-
cent memory who has been able
to thunder down the land for
vicious fast break dunks.

Bill Zahn
The best way to describe Zahn

is The Quiet Contributor. Saying
that he does things that do not
show up in the box score is a
cliche, but in this case it is true.
The Jays' offense is centered
around setting screens for Enfield
and Gangemi, and Zahn is usual-
ly the man for the job. He also
cannot be ignored on offense,
especially when he waits for

Continued on page 17
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ly legal, confidential.
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Gridmen Take Third
Continued from page Ii

said Margraff. "Erik Mont was
clearing out some holes left and
right, and when you talk about a
hero of the game, Erik was just
as much a hero, in my eyes, as
Paul."
With 1:12 remaining it ap-

peared Hopkins had completed
their scoring tally for the half, but
a fluke play gave the Jays another
opportunity. Hopkins had pur-
posely squibbed their kicks to
keep the ball away from Eric
Frees, who stood downfield as
the kickoff returner. On this par-
ticular kickoff Trotta ac-
cidently hit one of the upfield
Mockers with his kick. The ball
ricocheted off the player and back
into Trotta's hands. Since it was
comparable to an onsides kick the
Jays received the ball.

"It's funny because they line
one of their blockers over the
kicker, and Marzio kicked it, hit
the kid and it bounced right back
to him," said Margraff.
Hopkins employed their effec-

tive two minute offense and
scored again. Ferreri ran for 19
yards to Western Maryland's 40
yard line. The run set up two
passes to Ferreri for 14 and 23
yards respectively. The drive

moved the ball to the Western
Maryland 3, but then stalled.
Two incomplete passes, and a 2
yard run by Ferreri moved the
ball to the one. On fourth down
Margraff elected to go for the
field goal and was rewarded by
Trotta's perfect chip shot.
Hopkins went into halftime with
a 24-14 lead and were no doubt
happy Frees had not scored at an
uncontrollable pace. He had car-
ried twenty-three times for 188
yards in the first half, but was
closely followed by Ferreri's thir-
teen carries for 131 yards.
Western Maryland decreased

the margin to three points in the
third quarter after Dan Flynn
muffed a bad snap and was
tackled on JHU's 32. Relying on
Eric Frees, the Green Terrors
moved to the 4 and allowed their
other running back Robert
Johnson to score. So with 8:22 in
the third Hopkins maintained a
24-21 lead.
The Blue Jays responded by

blocking a Western Maryland
punt in the fourth quarter. Dave
Erfle, who made 10 tackles in his
final game at JHU, fought
through five blockers to get his
hand on the punt and redirected
it to Stu Markley. Markley was

Polo Finishes Fifth
Continued from page 15

tions and unexpected disappoint-
ments, Silliman's first year could
certainly be declared a sucess.

Next year, the team returns its
three top scorers (Jones, Mike
Zelman, and Jay Smith) and its
goalie (Ken Prohl). If some of the
younger players and newcomers
can fill the shoes of this year's
seniors (Robb Fitzgerald, Dave
Weiss, and Fred Herberich),
1991 could be a very promising

season for the squad.
In retrospect, 1990 turned in-

to a year many players would like
to forget. Although the team
played well at times, they struggl-
ed at others. The cohesiveness
that was supposed to develop
never did, leaving the squad look-
ing for answers as it unwillingly
relinquished its crown.
"It was fun, but I'm relieved

it's over," concluded Jones.
"I'm looking forward to getting
a better start on next year."

watching the line of scrimmage,
but soon heard the call to glory
by catching the tipped ball rumbl-
ing, bumbling and finally stumbl-
ing down to Western Maryland's
25 yard line.
"Dave Erfle made an almost

superhuman effort," said
Margraff.
The Jays stayed on the ground

by employing the services of Fer-
reri and Company. Hopkins com-
pleted the drive with a 9 yard
jaunt from the chairman of the
board, Mr. Ferreri. The extra
point made the score 31-21 and
left the Homewood Hoard and
their leader Dr. Richardson in
ecstacy, or at least in high spirits.
The win gave the Jays third place
in the conference (which was won
by Dickinson).

Ken Aaron

Western Maryland's Eric Frees dives over the top for meek yardage.

Ice Hockey Scores Ten to Improve
Record, Look for Revenge Against TSU

Continued from page 13
make a play in the second with
under five minutes left. He sand-
wiched a gorgeous kick save bet-
ween two more Hopkins scores,
the second on a nice play by Jon
Lowthert. After receiving a pass
from the corner, Lowthert held
his position in the slot until the
Terror goalie dropped to the ice.
Lowthert then easily flipped the
puck up and over for a 9-0 lead.
Throughout the third period,

Hopkins continued to try to
capitalize on the weak Western
Maryland goalie. However, he
finally came alive and dazzled the
crowd by making three saves.
With five minutes left in the
game, Western Maryland failed
to convert on their best chance of
the game by drilling a break-away
shot off the crossbar. Hopkins
added a shorthanded goal with
2:11 remaining in the game,
bringing the grand total to 10-0.

"Although it wasn't much of a
game, it was a good chance to get
everyone in the game. It was a
good tune-up for Monday,"
iterated Boxenbaum. Hopkins,
second in the Mason-Dixon
League, will face first
place/crosstown rival Towson
State in Monday's game. Boxen-
baum concluded, "that game
could shape the rest of the
season."

Saturday, November 10—
After losing their first game of

the season three days earlier, the
ice hockey team hoped to get
back on a winning track.
However, Hopkins sent only a
handful of players on the road to
LaSalle. With only seven for-
wards, four defensemen, two
goalies, and no coach, Hopkins
made an admirable attempt at
defeating their opponent by out-
shooting LaSalle 26-10 but still

lost 4-2. The loss dropped the
Jays to 3-2-1 on the season.

LaSalle scored twice in the
opening period to hold a 2-0 ad-
vantage at the first intermission.
The Blue Jays came out for the
second period and scored twice
to tie the score. By the time the
third period came around,
Hopkins was tired, playing only
two lines to LaSalle's four.
However, the small Blue Jay
complement of players held off
LaSalle until the final 1:14 when
the tie finally broke. After
LaSalle took a 3-2 lead with a
minute to play, Hopkins pulled
their goalie and allowed an emp-
ty net score during the closing
moments.

Read the News-Letter—
Available every Friday on all

JHU campuses.
(Except Bologna and Nanjing)

Seniors Lead
Jays Into
New Season

Continued from page 16
Eikenberg to set him up for his
favorite shot, the 12-foot baseline
jumper. Zahn is very consistent;
he sets, picks, and gets his 10
points and 5 rebounds game after
game. According to Nelson,
Zahn is also one of the most in-
telligent players on the court.
"He sees things out there that I
don't see," Nelson said. "When
Zahn speaks, I always listen."

Nelson has especially enjoyed
working with these five seniors,
who comprised his first recruiting
class at Hopkins. They turned a
team that finished 6-18 in
1986-87 into a contender for the
national championship. Hopkins'
record since their arrival is 49-30,
including 27-18 over the past two
seasons. "Eikenberg has been the
ignitor, Enfield the scorer, Zahn
the glue that holds the team
together out there, and Strong and
Hastings have provided valuable
time off the bench," said Nelson.
"Their effort on the floor and
their contributions in terms of at-
titude and enthusiasm are just as
valuable. "t hey are great to coach
and work with. I'm sure the other
players appreciate having them as
teammates.-

TEP Accepts IFC Decision
Fraternity Does Not Plan to Appeal

Continued from page 5
tirety, to "give -a cornplete pic-
ture" of Guzda.
Robinson said that her absence

was an issue of the anonymity of
witnesses. The IFC policy allow-
ing prosecutors' witnesses to be
anonymous arose from a feeling
that "a nongreek student would
be afraid to say something," ac-
cording to Robinson.
TEP also said that they did not

like the fact that they were re-
quired to leave the room during
the deliberations, but that the ex-
ecutive board, which acts as pro-
secutor, remained.
Robinson said that he did not

like that procedure, either. This
was the reason for a new judicial
procedure, he said.
TEP said it did not understand

why the IFC continued to refer to
vigilantism by the fraternity
members, when the police had
not filed any charges against
them. TEP said that Officer
Wolf, even commended them
for their actions. They also said
that they gave the IFC his
number, and said he would be
happy to confirm their
statements.

Police Officer Willis said that
he arrived to find the TEP
brothers holding Chinn, who he

arrested.
Robinson sai,, that such

references to criminal activity
were part of the closing
arguments of the prosecution,
before the Grievance Board had
reached a verdict on the charge
relating to it.
TEP said it "thought it had

acted well and responsibly." Ac-
cording to TEP, this does not ex-
scuse the brother's actions, but
they thought the' punishment
[did] not fit the crime." They said
they "feel we are being made an
example of."
"There was never a sense that

this was done to please the com-
munity," said Robinson. Accor-
ding to Robinson, the purpose of
sanctions are to punish IFC
infractions.

Boswell said, however, that the
IFC may have "felt they had to
send a clear mesage" given
"continued calls about com-
plaints against TEP throughout
the semester."
TEP said it was shocked by the

social probation. They argued
that it did not happen at a frater-
nity event, and only one brother
was involved. They said there
was no fraternity involvement.
According to Boswell,

however, if students are involv-

ed and she is aware of it, she has
„lite ability and right to act. In this
case, she said the involvement of
TEP brothers "essentially made
it a fraternity event," justifying
the IFC presence in the matter.
Robinson admitted that the

punishment is "definitely a
precedent," but would not say
whether he thought it was harsh.
He noted that the Grievance
Board is not bound, that "there
are no set penalties."
TEP has said it will not appeal

the Grievance Board's decision,
even though they feel it gives
them a bad image. They said they
felt that they ran the risk of a har-
sher penalty if they appealed to
Boswell.
According to TEP, Smedick

warned them that an appeal could
go either way: good or bad.
"Unless I feel that decision-

making was totally off or pro-
cedures were flawed," said
Boswell," I would simply sup-
port that decision. Otherwise, I
would undermine the authority
[of the IFC]."

Boswell also said that she is
"confident [she' would not have
handed down a harsher
sentence."

Rickey Discusses National
Threat of Duke's Politics

Continued from page 5
of support in places like Califor-
nia, New Jersey, Illinois, Penn-
sylvania, and Idaho. Duke ran tor
President in 1988 on the Populist
ticket, and Rickey said that he
plans to run again in 1992 as a
Republican.
Rickey said that many people

credit her group with David
Duke's recent defeat in his run
for U.S. Senate. However, he
still won forty-four percent of the
vote, and sixty percent of the
white vote despite their intense
campaigning. Rickey pointed to
the tolerance of .racism in Loui-
siana and particularly racist sym-
pathizers within the Republican
Party as factors in continuing
Duke support.
She also said that she holds the

media responsible. "The media
in Louana has been a major

problem. There has been a lack
of investigative skills. They don't
like the flack that they get when
they take Duke on," she said.

Sara Rabinowitz, a student who
attended the lecture said,
however, "To avoid publicizing.
Duke's outrageous beliefs/ac-
tivities because it would bring
him publicity is exactly what we
did with Hitler. Wk. should learn
from history that appeasement is
a bad policy."

Brian Kennedy. treasurer for
the College Republicans remark-
ed, "Obviously the David Duke
phenomena is disturbing for any
conservative Republican. He
takes a certain element of the par-
ty line, distorts it, and combines
it with an ideology fundamental-
ly different from our own."
Jonathon Pikian, JSA

secretary, said the lecture ac-

complished the objectives the
sponsors had in mind. "Rickey
raised awareness of Duke's
threat. What he really is. What he
really represents," Pikian said.
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House for Rent
Charles Village, 3

Whin. )wn House, I
car gar. All appliances,
I rig, d:w. washer/drier,
bus 11, cony. to MU.
Families, mar. coup.,

individuals only.
$895/mo., 442-2942.

Car ous Limes Miranda Act

As usual, Comic Book Club will meet
(yes, we will) next Tuesday at 6:00 in
the Little Theatre. Library Guy wants
overdue books returned, folks, or else
it's time to call Vito and the boys.

Excitement Galore! Come duckpin
bowling with the JSA on Tuesday, Nov.
20. Meet in the KDH (wear socks)
sometime that night . . Steve Gerber
knows all the gory details:235-2141. Ser-
vices this week at 5:00 JST(Jewish Stan-
dard Time)

The meaning of an Undergraduate
Education is the next topic up on Mon-
day Nov. 19, l2 noon in Oilman 329,
in the Science & Society Discussion
Group. All interested are welcome, and
will be lavishly fed on brownies, chips,
and soda, or any lunch one happens to
bring. Contact Taner Edis at x7832 or
467-3779 for questions.

Hear a talk on Friendship at the next
meeting of the Hopkins Christian
Fellowship on Fri., NO'S'. 16 at 7:30
p.m. in the Garrett Room of the MSE
Library. Our speaker is the great Valerie
Giladu, so BE THERE! Free food & lots
of fun! All are welcome!

Delta Gamma Fraternity would like to
thank all who contributed to the fund
drive for the Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund; $336.65 was raised. Special
thanks to Kappa Sigma for their dona-
tion of $75.

Does discrimination make you mad?
Now it's time to get MADDIR! Minds
Allied to Defeat Discrimination in ROTC
will have its first meeting this Tuesday
at 9 p.m. in the Little Theater (upstairs
in Levering) to discuss ways that all
students can make a difference in ending
discrimination at Hopkins. For more in-
fo, call Erik at 235-1983.

What? There won't be any News-Letter
next week?! Well, even masochists need
a break. . see you in two weeks.

Campus Notes Policy

Please remember that all
Campus Notes entries should be
50 words or fewer and submitted
by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.

Also, since space is limited, we
will print only one Campus Notes
entry per organizazion. One more
thing . . please be considerate
and do not call in entries over the
phone. Thank you.

Continued from page 6
minutes late, but Carol said that
ten minutes wouldn't really hurt
us either way, and there wasn't
any reason to call ahead again. So
we got on the train, but in the next
hour, the train somehow inched
up to being 40 minutes late.

I asked the conductor when we
would be getting in, and he said
that he didn't know, but he was
pretty sure we'd be able to make
our dinner. Meanwhile, we were
stuck sitting behind Girl Scout
troop 371 who were intent on
rating the quality (and quantity)
of every male ass heading to the
snack car, distinguishing the dif-
ference by the volume of their
giggling.
Anyway, we finally passed the

Newark, NJ, station, and Carol
told me that there would probably
be enough time for us to grab our
food and eat it on the way to the
theater. Since her parents had
promised us the good dinner, I
had figured it wasn't necessary to
eat lunch. Or breakfast. Silly me.
Well, just as Carol said this, the

train broke down about, ,iten
minutes froin NY, and we gfit
the tracks for 20 minutes. When
we finally arrived, we barely had
time to catch kcab to the show,
where I got to sit throught the en-
tire production with a doggie bag
of my roast prime rib sitting on
my lap.

I now know where the univer-
sity's faculty gets their training.
Anyway, I'm still waiting for

mail from you, and we need to
discuss this army thing. Don't
think I'm not mad just because I
haven't been able to pin you
down to talk. Well, Carol just
came in to tell me it was turkey
time, so I'm going. Love and
kisses, sunshine.
Love,

Miranda

Next: The narrator returns, as
Miranda finds herself surround-
ed, nay, assaulted by the holiday
season as her mood plummets
along with her relationship. And
no, there will be no "Christmas
Carol" remakes.

TYPISTS
WANTED

$5/hour.
Contact Jack at the
News-Letter for more

information. Call
338-7647.

;
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Silly, silly me. In my zeal to begin the 'Secret of Per
Jambeck' contest last week (now editorially sanction-

ed. . . enter today for maximum effect!) I forgot com-
pletely to insult the Steven Bochco debacle of Cop Rock.
Well, never let it be said that I miss an opportunity to
agree with Robert McKenzie of TV Guide. Bleah.
Enough said.
Also, I still haven't received any entries about the

secret identity of Per Jambeck, so I'll give you all
another chance to solve this decades-old mystery.
This Week's Clue: One of the three names of Per's

secret identity is Stockton. Repeat, Stockton. What is
the frequency, Kenneth?
Anyway, this week's quiz is the world-famous 'First

Lines/Last Lines' literary quiz. We supply you with the
first and last lines of a twentieth century work of
literature (or so I deem it) and you, in turn, respond with
the book and its author (or authors). Spelling counts.
This time it's personal.
Come on, guys, you should know this by now. Repeat

after me: "I will complete my quiz to the best of my
ability and turn it in to the Gatehouse. I will get it in
by five o'clock Wednesday. It will be neat. If! win,
then I will get ten dollars taken off my grocery budget
and ten hours taken off of my weekend. All hail the
QuizMaster."
Much° kudo to my close personal therapist Hart Ford

for his assistance in preparing this week's "best damn

quiz."

1. In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit. / "Thank
goodness," said Bilbo laughing as he handed him the
tobacco jar.
2. A screaming comes across the sky. / Now
everybody-
3. I awakened that morning to birdsong. / The Invisible
Voice continued.
4. He-for there could be no doubt of his sex, though
the fashion of the time did something to disguise it-
was in the act of slicing at the head of a Moor which
swung from the rafters. / And the twelfth stroke of mid-
night sounded; the twelfth stroke of midnight. Thurs-
day, the eleventh of October, Nineteen Hundred and
Twenty-eight.
5. Once upon a time there was a Martian named Valen-

tine Michael Smith. / He could see a lot of changes he
wanted to make-
6. It was a queer, sultry summer, the summer they elec-
trocuted the Rosenbergs, and I didn't know what I was
doing in New York. / The eyes and the faces all turned
themselves toward me, and guiding myself by them, as
if by a magical thread, I stepped into the room.

"Yar! It's the 'Once Upon A Time The End' Quiz"
Sponsored by: Eddie's Liquors 3109 St. Paul St. (243-0221) and Eddk's Supermarket 3117 St. Paul St. (889-1558)

Win a case of beer and $10 worth of munchies.

7. Amoebae leave no fossils. / "Swee-eet!"
8. Sitting beside the road, watching the wagon mount
the hill toward her, Lena thinks, "I have come from
Alabama: a fur piece." / "Here we ain't been coming
from Alabama but two months, and it's already Ten-
nessee."
9. The old ram stands looking down over rockslides,
stupidly triumphant. / "So may you all."
10. 1 wake. . . the touch of that cold object against my
penis awakens me. / You died, have died. . . I will die.
11. "I see. . . " said the vampire thoughtfully, and slow-
ly he walked across the room to the window. / And then,
stuffing the notebook quickly in his pocket, he gathered
the tapes into his brief case, along with the small
recorder, and hurried down the long hallway and down
the stairs to the street, where in front of the corner bar
his car was parked.
12. Brrrrrrrtinwituntuumng! / He heard the ring of steel
against steel as a far door clanged shut.
13. If you really want to hear about it the first thing
you'll probably want to know is where 1 was born and
what my lousy childhood was like and how my parents
were occupied and all that before they had me and all
that David Copperfield kind of crap but I don't feel like
going into it if you want to know the truth. / If you do,
you start missing everybody.
14. The two women were alone in the London flat. /
The two women kissed and separated.
15. The terror, which would not end for another twenty-
eight years-if it ever did end-began, so far as I know
or tell, with a boat made from a sheet of newspaper
floating down a gutter swollen with rain. / Or so Bill
Denbrough sometimes thinks on those early mornings
after dreaming, when he almost remembers his
childhood, and the friends with whom he shared it.
16. Hazel Motes sat at a forward angle on the green
plush train seat, looking one minute at the window as
if he might want to jump out of it, and the next down
the aisle at the other end of the car. / She sat staring
with her eyes shut, into his eyes, and felt as if she had
finally got to the beginning of something she couldn't
begin, and she saw him moving farther and farther away,
farther and farther into the darkness until he was the pin
point of light.
17. I can see by, my watch, without taking my hand from
the left grip of the cycle, that it is eight-thirty in the mor-
ning. / It's going to get better now. You can sort of tell
these things.
18. They were supposed to stay at the beach a week,
but neither of them had the heart for it and they decided
to come back early. / They were so bright and festive,
for a moment he thought they were confetti.

19. Am I crazy? / I will live my life in the conviction
that when it finally happens-when we hear that mid-
night whine, when Kansas burns, when what is done
is undone, when fail-safe fails, when deterrence no
longer deters, when the jig is at last up-yes, even then
I will hold to a steadfast orthodoxy, confident to the end
that E will not quite equal ma, that it's a cunning
metaphor, that the terminal equation will somehow not
quite balance.
20. That was when I saw the pendulum. / It's so
beautiful.
Bonus: ATEH (9th century)-the Khazar princess
whose role in the polemic concerning the Khazars' was
decisive. / It said:

1689
+ 293

7_ 1982

Results: Well, even for a quiz that I anticipated was dif-
ficult, you all come through and do so well. I feel a cer-
tain pride, a certain lump welling in my throat, a cer-
tain queasy feeling in my stomach. . . oh, no, that's just
the pizza. Anyway, after a random draw of the winn-
ing entries, this week's winner is Joe "All the
Nutrasweet and twice the Spam" Neff. Joe's entry
(having been written, conceived, aborted, conceived
again, bent, folded, spindled, mutilated, produced,
directed, performed, stamped, indexed, filed, briefed,
debriefed, and numbered before it reached me) contained
all of the following correct answers to last week's ques-
tions: 1) "The Bishop!" 2) "I am." 3) "I wanted to
be a lumberjack." 4) "Know what! mean? Know what
I mean? Nudge nudge. Nudge nudge." 5) "It's probably
pining for the fjords." 6) "Nobody expects the Spanish
Inquisition!" 7) "Finest in the district, sir." 8) -Well,
there's spam, egg, sausage, and spam. That's not got
much spam in it." 9) " . . .00d . . . ing." 10) "Well
where's the pleasure in that?" 1 1) " . . . such as the Baby
Snatchers." 12) "Oh yes! I think most of them do down
there." 13) "Well, sir, I have a silly walk and I'd like
to obtain a government grant to help me develop it."
14) "Yes, I chose him out of thousands. I didn't like
the others. They were all too flat." 15) "He steals from
the rich and gives to the poor. Mr. Moore, Mr. Moore,
Mr. Moore." 16) "It sodding was not! It was Shaw!"
17) "Lemon curry?" 18) "A political struggle." 19)
"I've told you once." 20) "No. I'm sick of it. I want
to do something new." And, of course, the bonus ques-
tion, Mr. F.G. Superman, also known as. . .Bicycle
Repair Man! I would care to take this space to remind
people that Per Jambeck is still unmasked. Do your civic
duty and take this miscreant off our streets.

exposure
Photograph by Donna Williamson

Photo submissions welcome for
Exposure. Have any Hopkins life
shots, travel photos, or any other in-
teresting pictures? Send your color
or b/w photographs to Box 861 or
call the News-Letter office (x7647)
for more info. Photos returned upon
request.

(gat n pus Lotes
Anthropology Colloquini Fall 1990
featuring William Roseberry, Depart-
ment of Anthropology, New School for
Social Research. "Beyond the Agrarian
Question in Latin America." Tuesday,
Nov 20, 4 p.m. Macaulay Hall 404.

Monday, Nov. 19, 1990, 12 noon. In-
terfaith Thanksgiving Service in the
Great Hall. Please share your blessing
with those who are less fortunate this
Thanksgiving by bringing an offering of
non-perishable food for donation to the
Maryland Food Bank. Sponsored by the
Religious Life Committiee.

The Hopkins Chemistry Club would
like to invite all interested parties to at-
tend a symposium on the Exxon Valdez
environmental disaster. The meeting will
be held at 11:00 a.m. this coming Tues-
day in Remson 221.

If you coach a club team and want your
team in the yearbook. please contact Ian
at 243-5660 or Evelyn at 366-0321.

The Johns Hopkins Dance Company
will be meeting in Shriver Hall at 6:30
p.m. on Nov. 20. All are welcome!
Questions? Contact Karen 889-6105.

To the members of Circle K! Thanx for
your help with Food drive, Happy
Thanksgiving, and see you on Nov. 28
at 7:30 in the Glass Pay.

HopSFA will debut a new theme next
week: the Thanksgiving meeting. The of-
ficers will drop by your house to scarf
all the turkey and pumpkin pie. Then,
the week after, Nov. 29 on Thurs. at 8
p.m. in the Little Theatre, the meeting
so mind-popping it could only be
described in one word: playdough.

Library Hours-MSEL will be closed
on Thursday, Nov. 22. Normal hours
will be maintained during the weekend.
Please check with individual library
departimnts for their hours. HUGE. will
close at 5 p.m. on Wednesday. Nov. 21
and reopen on Sunday. Voy. 25 at 8:30
p.m.

Tau Beta Pi Candidates-Signature

book deadline: Nov. 27th, 6 p.m.. Bar-

ton Lounge. Mandatory meeting: 6:45
p.m., same place, evening. Ques-

tions'? The officers live to serve .

Apply now for the Mayor's Fellowship
Program (Spring 1991 semester), a
6-credit undergraduate course in urban

policy featuring a seminar and intern-
ships in urban planning, administration,
law, social services, community
organization, economic development,
and related fields. For information and
applications, contact Robert Seidel. In-

stitute for Policy Studies, Shiver Hall,
338-4624.

There IS a House of Commons meeting

this Tuesday, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Exec. Room. We will choose a discus-
sion topic there: limiting congressional
terms, the effects of Reagonomics, or na-
tional health insurance. See ya.

Fall 1990 NEII Series: Symposium will

he held Sunday, Nov. 18, in the Turner

Auditorium of the JH School of Medicine

(corner of Monument and Wolfe
Streets). The moderators will be George

B. Udvarhelyi and Richard Macksey.
Registration is at 12:30. Free parking.

Please call 955-3363 for more
information.

If you believe in the power of your in-

ner spirit of the strength of your
individuality-come to the Union Board
meeting. Monday at 7:30 in the Exec.

Room.

The Entertainment Council will meet

this Mon., Nov. 19 at 9:30 in the Grad

Club in McCoy. Wynton Marsalis and
reorganization are the biggies and next

semester ideas and booking.

Who Wrote the Bible? Dr. Andrew

Goldfinger. a senior physicist at the

Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab, will

present a mathematical investigation in-

to the origins of the Bible Sunday. Nov.

18, 8:30 in the Garret Room, MSE
Library. Q Level. Reception to follow.

All welcome. Presented by the UJGS.

Colloquium--Co-sponsored by An-

thropology and Women's Studies.
Featuring Louisa Passerini. Univ. of

Turin, "Laughter and Remembering:
Fascism, Terrorism and the New Social
Movements in Italy." Thursday, Dec 6,
4 p.m. Gilman 315.

Next Tuesday, 8:00. The Snack Bin.

Classes are done w ith (for awhile!. So

come to Bridge Club! Nuff said.

The English Language Table meets
every Wednesday at 12:00 p.m. in Con-
ference Room A, Levering Hall. Get ac-
quainted with students from other coun-
tries and help them practice their
English: Sponsored by the Program for
Effective Teaching in English. For more

info call x5122.

ATTENTION ALL BME'S: Next open
meeting of BME Society will take place
on Monday, Nov. 26 at 6:00 in NEB
144. NOTE THE CHANGE IN DAY

AND TIME!!! (for all you who couldn't

make it on Tuesdays) FREE FOOD
AND SODA!! We will be planning the

Christmas party, and talking about other
upcoming events. We hope to see you
there.

Attention Sophomores! There will be

an open class meeting on Sunday. Nov.

18 at 6 p.m. in the AMR! Multipurpose
Room. Come one! Come all!

Internship Opportunity. Radio. TV
and graphics production in Washington
during Spring semester. Contact Dr.
Richard Sanders, Office of Academic
Advising, x8216.

Senior Class Forum Set

The Senior Class Gill Committee has

decided to hold an open forum in order

to generate new ideas and to debate ex-

isting ideas for the Senior Class Gill. It

will he held on Monday. November 26.

at 6:30 p.m. in the Garrett Room of the

MSE Library. All interested seniors are

welcome to attend. If you have an idea.

but cannot attend this forum, please drop

it off at the Student Activities Office in

the Senior Class Gift mailbox. Pledges

are being accepted at every Hoppy Hour,

as well as during Senior Portraits, Mon-

. No% ember 20 thmugh Friday,

Novemher 30. You can also drop off

your check in the Senior Class Gift hox.

Among the ideas. which ha%,c been

suggested are a video library, a scholar-

ship fund. funding for the radio station,

or a new APTT rooni in McCoy Hall.

In order to recei‘c a inc.L you must have

paid '20.(X) our pledge h.x \o‘Lanher
30. You w ill he able to place \t or tat

during the Senn)! Portraits.

- • •

'[au Beta Pi Members- Mandatory

meeting: 6 p.m.. Nov. 77th, Barton

lounge. We will be electiih: Landidates
so you know what that means . FREE
PIZZA!
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